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•I c REUTILIZATION OF THE MINUTEMAN GUIDANCE COMPUTER
AS A NUMERICAL/PROCESS CONTROLLER

I. Introduction

The D17B and the D37C guidance and control computers are integral

- components of the Minuteman I and II missiles, respectively, which form

Sa part of the United States ICBM arsenal. The Minuteman III missiles,

wihich us2 037D computers, complete the 1000 missile deployment of this

system. Due to the modernization of the Minuteman I system, the United

Stdtes Air Force has declared approximately 1000 outdated inertial

guidance systems unserviceable (Ref 1:1). Each of these surplus Guidance

systems :ontains a D17B computer, unclassified parts of the stable plat-

Sc. form, and power supplies. These systems are available to colleges and

other qualifying agencies for the cost cf shipping. In addition, as

the Minuteman III missiles replace the Minuteman II missiles, the D37C

computers will become available as surplus digital computers. It is

expected that some 037C computers will be available as early as the

fall of 1973.

The initial cost of these computers ranges from about $139,000

(D37C) to $250,000 (D17B). Since a large number of these computers have

been or will 'e declared excess, a substantial savings could be realized

if these computers could be reused in other applications. This thesis

will investigate the feasibility of using these computers in the areas

of numerical control and process control. This chapter will cover a

brief background description of numerical control and process control,

the assumptions that were used, and tL-.!e organization of the thesis.
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S k Problem Analysis

-! -he problem that exists is to reuse surplus avionics computers to

I• effect u savings of the money originally invested. Official Air Force

{ policy is to discourage the procurement of computers except in certain

designated application areas. Air Force Logistics Cormmand (AFLC) is

interested in the possibiiiy of using surplus computers which are being

phased out along with their parent missile systems. As m,.ntioned pre-

S- viously there are a number of D17B computers available for use in areas

that would benefit from the specialized features of a guidance and control

computer. A thesis (Ref 15) has been written on the general feasibility

A of using riumerical control in Air Force depot-level shops and work centers.

SIt also presents some of the special applications in the Air Force which"-I
- are particularly suited for numerical control. There are several prob-

"lem areas which should be considered if surplus minicomputers are to be

j- reused.

Among these problems is the relatively small main memory capacity

of the 017B computer. Its memory is approximately the same as the

smallest available memories in current minicomputers. This imposes a

limitation on total program lengths and computational capabilities. In

addition, the memory access time is comparatively long since it has a

serial access memory (disk) rather than a random access memory. Compu-

.ations take longer than desired due to this feature and to the serial

-- operation of the computer. Data are transferred into and out of the

computer serially, again imposing time constraints. A full grasp of the

-'- peculiar characteristics of the instruction set available with this com-

j - puter is necessary to implement its use to maximum efficiency. The

j2
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( unique instruction set on this computer could prove to be a distinct

advantage in this application.

An operational D17B computer is available at AFIT and will be

used for experimentation and study during this investigation. A D37C

computer recently became available, but it is not operational at this

time. This requires that the study be based on the D17B computer and

later be extended to the D37C computer.

A final problem is the acquisition or generation of a suitable

system to demonstrate the control applications of the computer. Initial

investigations determined that the Air Force has surplus numerical con-

trol machines which ;an be obtained through DIPEC (Defense Industrial

Plant Equipment Certer); however, the lead time necessary to obtain such

equipment, four to five months, was prohibitive in this case. In addition,

charges for transportation, packing, handling, and crating would amount

to several hundred dollars. Another aspect to be considered is the

condition of a machine which has been stored for quite some time.

With these consi-erations in mind, standard laboratory and educa-

tional devices such as analog computers or motor-control trainers would

Sbe quite suitable for demonstration of the control characteristics of

- J the computer. The use of the analog computer requires the generation of

a mathematical model of the system to be simulated. A two-axis linear

positioning system based on numerical control parameters will 'e simulated.

• f The simulation will be developed fully in a subsequent chapter.

Numerical Control

In the last 25 years many sophisticated new techniques have been
- ( {developed in the machine tool industry for the purpose of increasing the

3
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C-' productivity and efficiency of machine shop processes. Numerical control

is one of the most outstanding of these new techniques. Numerical con-

trol (NC) is the technique of controlling a machine or process utilizing

command instructions in symbolic form which are converted into automatic

servomechanism control.

The first major efforts to implement a numerical control system

were sponsored jointly by the U.S. Air Force and the Parsons Corporation

of Traverse City, Michigan, in 1949. The project was carried out in the

Servo Mechanisms Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The project was not completed until 1953. A functional block diagram of

the system is shown in Fig. i. A feasibility demonstration in March

1952 sparked further work by the Air Force and private industry (Ref 25:1).

C. This demonstration was performed using a three-axis Cincinnati Hydrotel

vertical mill, a machine which shapes metal using rotary cutters.

"Computer Desired Sr t Tool •Psitionu Position Faevooo Slides ' I "o

Input
Data

Possible , Actual Measured Position
------- ------------------. 1____________

Feedback

Fig. 1. Functional Block Diagram of Early NC System (Ref 25:4)

4
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Early Applications. In the middle and late 1950's the aircraft

j industry was the primary user of numerical control processes. The most

practical way for the aircraft industry to irnplemert numerical control

was to retrofit existing machines for numerical control. L the late

1950's, large numerical control machines were manufactured for applica-

tions such as skin milling, the removal of small layers of surface metal.

At the same time multiple-tool machines were developed. In 1956 the

automatic tool changer was introduced. A drill with punched tape-

controlled table positioning was announced in October 1961. Because of

the low price of the system, its introduction represented a major economic

breakthrough. By the end of 1962 all major machine tool manufacturers

were engaged in numerical control (Ref 11:13).

In the early stages of its development, numerical control required

- close coordination of such things as input codes and input formats. By

1958 the need for standards was critical. The Electronic Industries

Association (EIA) led the efforts toward standardization. They developed

a single standard (RS-244). Although this standard has been almost

universally accepted in the recent past, the American Standard Code for

Information Interchange (ASCII) will probably supplant it in the near

future due to its more widespread acceptance in other fields, and its

greater flexibility (Ref 11:13).

Early Programming Procedures. Manual progra.m.ing, being the most

straightforward way to obtain program tapes, was used extensively in the

early days of numerical control. However, it suffers from computational

complexities necessary to determine the appropriate conmmands required to

direct the machine properly. Calculations such as surface intersections

5
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were quite tedious to compute by hand. Early programirers needed a

knowledge of analytical geometry, advanced algebra, trigonometry, and

computer programming as well as machine tool operation, tooling, and

machine practices (Ref 11:14).

Starting in 1956, several computer progranmning languages were

developed which allowed the generation of complex command sequences

through the input of simple statements and machining parameters. This

"advance was a critical step in promoting the development of continuous-

contouring to its fullest potential. Continuous-contouring requires

] moving the cutting tool along a specified path rather than moving the

tool from'point-to-point without regard to the path. Iost point-to-

point (PTP) applications did not present such severe programing burdens,

however (Ref 23:194).

-- C Numerical control programs were the first attempts at creating a

conmmunication language between men and machines with the aid of a com-

puter (Ref 11:15). The first language to bedeveloped (Ref 26:193) was

APT (Automatically Programmed Tools). APT was soon followed by AUTOPROMT

(AUTOmatic PROgramming of Machine Tools) and then by ADAPT (Air Force

Developed APT or ADaptation of APT) (Ref 26:193). The inception of the

smaller minicomputers led to the development of AUTOSPOT (AUTOmatic

System for P(sitioning Tools), in 1g62, for point-to-point applications.

The Present. Presently in use are huge, multi-processing machine

tool centers which can perform many different machining operations, almost

to the point of manufacturing a complete article (Ref 11:20). Two general

methods, both of which eliminate the tape reader, have been developed to

(- incorporate the use of a computer into a numerical control system. The

6
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first method is computerized numerical control (CNC). This method

_ 10 involves the use of a controller (a device which converts coded commands

into servo control signals) with limited information-storage capacity.

Instead of feeding a punched tape directly into a numerical control

machine, the program. is stored in a centralized computer and fed to the

controller in blocks. The controller then directs operation of the

.machine until it reaches the end of that particular block of instructions

a1at which time the computer transfers in a new block of the program to the

controller. The single computer can control several machines in this

manner, obviously resulting in a more efficient utilization of the com-

puter and eliminating the need for a tape reader for each machine.

The second method is DNC (Direct Numerical Control). In this

method there is no tape reader or interirediate controller. Feedback and

control lines go directly between the computer and the machine tool

rather than to a controller. The advantages of this method are (1) costs

are reduced by the absence of tape readers and controllers and by simpli-

fied electronic equipment, (2) the computer can be located remotely from

the tool, (3) programs can more easily be adjusted in real-time in

response to adaptive control, and (4) the computer can control more than

one machine simultaneously or shift from one machine to another as the

situation w:arrants.

Process Control

The digital computers used in process control are generally

general-purpose computers similar to those used for business or scien-

tific data processing. In addition they are provided with analog I/O

C. systems and relatively sophisticated priority interrupts.

7
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One of the first large-scale process control systems using a

computer was at a Texaco refinery in 1954. Since that time hardware

and software have changed considerably. Many larger systems now employ

problem-oriented languages and on-line compilers and assemblers compared

to the original efforts using machine language programming (Ref 27:84).

Boiler-turbine-generators rated above 250 megawatts almost invariably

use computer control for startup and shutdown (Ref 21:84).

Although the early use of computers in process control was in data

logging, data analysis, and empirical model-building, the more recent

attempts have been in closing the control loops through the computer

itself (Ref 27:84). Even more recently the emphasis has been placed on

direct digital control (DDC) (Ref 24:85). In this application the com.-

puter replaces a majority of the analog elements of the system and applies

activating signals directly to the final control elements of a process.

Although analog process controllers can implement cascade, feed

forward, and feedback control algorithms, they are generally not adaptive.

In addition, it is difficult to implement snme forms of nonlinear control

and to integrate the contrnlling function with sequence control or

Soptimization straLegy. The,.e functions can readily be implemented by

digital computers.

In addition to the technical advantages of using computers, there

are associated intangible benefits which sometimes accrue, such as more

= 11accurate process knowledge, greater safety, or better control of product

quality. Better control of the product, coupled with a more accurate

knowledge of the process, can result in more quality in the finished

Sproduct, resulting in fewer complaints and fewer rejects. Conversely,

tighter control of product quality can allow a lower average quality,

8
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with a low reject rate, resulting in lower production costs.

~ Levels of Control. Figure 2 shows a division of process control

into four separate levels. The first level indicates the more conventional

jtype of control of such things as temperature, pressure, and flow. The

"second level includes schemes to compensate for process disturbances,

Level 4 I Optimizing I

Co nr Control

---- Level-Improved I

SLevel 3-oto
• Control Coto

Level I Feedback
Control

I Process

Fig. 2. Control Levels in Process Control

to eliminate the interaction of one control loop with another, and to

implement various unconventional control schemes in order to improve per-

formance by maintaining plant balances. The third level includes both

1 9
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supervisory and advanced control. The supervisory function automatically

changes conditions as warranted by examination of plant performance. Also

included in this category are sequence control for batch operation as

well as automatic startuD and shutdown of continuous subsystems. The

advanced control function includes adaptive control to enable automatic

compensation for such things as aging catalysts in chemical reactions.

The fourth level optimizes operating conditions in the plant using such

factors as inventory prediction, economic scheduling, and dynamic pro-

gramming. It should be noted that higher levels could be added to include

the divisional and corporate level management informnation systems.

F4gure 3 shows the relative complexity (based on memory require-

ment for each control level) and computer loading (based on the sunflmation

of the number of tasks times their frequency of occurrence). Computer

loading increases rapidly at first but levels off later because of the

Computer Loading (Z tasks x frequency)

43

wSystem Complexity
(remory requirements)

Seconds Minutes Hours
Period of Operation

Fig. 3. Comparison of the Complexity and Loading Present in the(" Four Levels of Process Control (Ref 6:96)

10
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decrease in frequency at higher levels. On the other hand, complexity

increases rapidly with the control levels because of increased memory

requirements.

Assumptions

This thesis is written with the assumption that the reader has a

basic familiarity with computers and control engineering. It will be

* • assumed that the D17B computer at AFIT will be available, in suitable

operating condition, for experimentation during the period of the inves-

tigation. It will be further assumed that the control functions can be

applied by the computer in a dedicated status, rather than being inter-

rupted at random, to perfor,,- other tasks. Since the D37C has all of the

features of the D17B plus others not available to the Dl7B, the final

assumption will be that the operations of the D17B computer can be per-

formed by the D37C. The additional capabilities of the D37C are discussed

in Appendix A.

Thesis Outline

Chapter II of this report presents a physical description of the

D17B computer with 3 detailed treatment of the inputs and outputs. Chapter

III discusses the formulation of a model of a machine positioning system

and implementation of the control system. Chapter IV rresents the

*• experimental results obtained, and Chapter V presents conclusions and

i i recommendations for future investigations.

U

• 11
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*I c

II. D17B Computer

To give the reaeer an understanding of the capabilities of the

Dl7B computer this portion of the report will start with the physical

description followed by the functional description which will include

discussions of the control unit, the arithmetic unit, and the menory.

* Next, computer word format and programming will be described. Included

in this section will be the instruction word fomat, full and split word

formats, and the phases of operation. -The next two subsections will
describe the input and output functions including special features appli-

cable to numerical control. The final subsection will describe control

- ~ features usable for numerical control as well as certain specifications

II= of the D17B which are applicable to numerical control.

The general specifications for the D1IB computer are listed in

Table I.

Physical Description

Size and Composition. The D17B is a guidance and control avionics

computer built by Autonetics, a division of North American Rockwell, as part

of the Inertial Guidance System (model HLS-lOQ) of the LGM 30/Minuteman

iCBM Missile. The Inertial Guidance System also includes the associated

stable platform and power supplies. The D17B computer occupies one half of

a 12-sided, right-polygonal shell, as sketched in Fig. 4. This shell is 20

inches high, has a maximum radius of 29 inches, and is five inches in depth.

c! 12



General Specifications of D17B Computer

Manufacturer Autonetics

Year 1962

Type Serial, synchronous

Number system Binary, fixed point, sign plus ?'s complement

Logic levels False (0 volts), True (-10 volts), negative
logic

Data word length 24 bits (full word)
11 bits (split word)

Instruction word length 24 bits

Number of instructions 39

Execution times

Add 78.125 usec
Multiply 1015.625 lisec
Divide Software

Cikck frequency 345.6 kHz

Addressing Direct addressing
Two-address (unflagged)
Three-address (flagged)

Memory Ferrous-oxide coated disk
""lon-destructive readout
2727 (24 bit) word capacity
78.125 psec cycle time

]Input/C'jtput 48 digital lines 'input)
26 specialized incremental inputs
28 digital lines (output)

S12 analog lines (output)
13 pulse lines (output)

25,600 words/sec maximum I/O transfer rate

Physical characteristics
Dimensions 20 in. high, 29 in. diameter, 5 in. deep
Power 28 VDC at 25 A
Circuits DRL and DTL
Weight 62 pounds

(Adapted from Refs 4:2 and 1:4)

- •13
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The power supply for the complete 1NS-lOQ guidance system is contained in

the other half of the shell and the stable platform is in the cavity formed

m by the computer and power supjlies.

The D17B weighs approximately 62 pounds, contains 1521 transistors,

6282 diodes, 1116 capacitors, and 504 resistors. These components are

mounted on double copper-clad, engraved, gold-plated, glass fiber laminate

circuit boards. There are 75 of these circuit boards and each one has

been coated with a flexible polyurethane compound for moisture and vibra-

tion protection (Ref 18:16).

Since an airborne, computer-controlled missile only gets one chance

to execute its mission, the design specifications of the D17B required

very high reliability. This was achieved by using DRL (diode-resistor)

logic extensively and only using DTL (diode-transistor) logic where gain

( was required in this fully solid-state computer. In the early 1960's when

the Dl7B was designed, transistors were not as reliable as they are now,

thus the designers used transistors only when necessary. The rotating

disk memory, with non-destructive readout (NDRO), also enhanced the

reliabilit, of the computer. in actual, real-time situations involving

Minuteman -missiles, the mean time between failures (MTBF) was over 5.5

years.

Power Recuirements. If the power supply included in the NS-IOQ

guidance system is used for the D17B, a 28 VDC regulated power supply

capable of supplying 25 A is the only external power supply needed for

operation of the computer. Other required voltages are obtained by

converting 20 VDC into secondary power using solid state circuitry in

the power supply section of the Inertial Guidance System. The current

drawn from the 28 VDC power supply will vary from 0 to 25 A with a

15
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steady-state value af 19 A (Ref 4:25). The computer may be operated

without the associated power supply: however, it would then be necessary

to supply 14 separate DC voltages as well as 1200 Hz and 400 Hz alter-

nating currernt supplies. The secondary power reQuirem.ents are shown in

Fig. 5. Power consumption for the computer is approximately 350 watts

(Refs 4:25 and 1:3).

Functional Description

The D07B computer is a general purpose, serial, binary minicomputer

with the following general capabilities.

1. Sampling and processing of input data in the form of control

signals, binary data, discrete signals, or incremental signals.

2. Logical decision-making, performance of arithmetic operations,

- c and a logical AND operation using an instruction set of 39

machine language instructions.

3. Transmission of output data in the form of analog, binary,

single character, or discrete signals under program control.

There are five basic functional divisions to the D17B: the Control

Unit, Arithmetic Unit, Memory, Input, and Output. This functional division

is shown in Fig. 6, with the Central Processing Unit (CPU) encompassing

the Control Unit and Arithmetic Unit.

Terminology of the D17B. The terminology of the D178 consists of

a number of basic terms which are common to the five functional divisions

of the computer. To help clarify the descriptions of these divisions, the

basic ternms will be explained first.

Bit is the name for the amount of information that is contained in

c a number which can only take the value 0 or I. The word "bit" is a con-

traction of "binary digit" (Ref 16:21). A word, consisting of 24 information

16
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bits and 3 timing bits, may be used as data (input or output), an instruc-

tion, or a control signal in the DI7B.

A bit may be stored in a basic storage unit, a cell; the flip-flop

is the most widely used type of cell in modern technology. A collection

of cells joined together is called a egi.ster, Thus a 24-bit word can be

stored in a 24-cell register (Ref 7 :11). Most registers are constructed

as collections of flip-flops to allow simultaneous or parallel access to

all bits in the register. Since the D17B is a serial computer, simul-

taneous access to all the bits of a register is not necessary, thus

flip-flops are not needed for the en;tire register. Registers or

recirculating loops are composed of flip-flops and storage cells (on the

magnetic disk memory) as illustrated in Fig. 7. This example of a recircu-

lating loop is the A-loop used in the Arithmetic Unit. Ac, Ap, A3w,

Sand Ax are flip-flops and the rest of the loop is on the memory disk.
Information is read through the read flip-flop Ax, then fed to the input

of the write amplifier and is rewritten on the next consecutive portion

of the disk. This forms a closed loop with the information recirculating

through this loop. The information first written on the disk remains on

the disk as that portion of the disk moves out of the loop, then it is

erased by the fixed erase heads (Ref 18:30).

The term word-time is derived from the length of time required to

Scirculate the complete 27-bit word in a one-word loop, and is 78-1/8 psec.

A word-time can be divided into 27 bit-times since one bit is one twenty-

seventh of a word (Ref 1:7).

The 24 information bits in a computer word may be subdivided into

fields of various lengths. These fields may be decoded to indicate

(. specific information such as operation codes, operand addresses, and

19
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next instruction addresses. The various fields will be explained in
detail in the Computer Word Format and Progranmning portion of this report.

Control Unit. The Control Unit processes and iiterprets all- •
machine functions and controls two incremental inputs. Generally, in

j computers with sequential operations, the Control Unit goes through three

cycles: the fetch cycle, the execute cycle, and the defer cycle. The

defer cycle is used for indirect addressing which does not exist in the

DI7B. Computers with delay type memories like the D17B divide the fetch

and e)ecute cycles into phases. in the D073 the fetch cycle consists of

the instruction search phase and the instruction read phase. The Control

Unit must.search for the instruction location as the disk is rotating

and then transfer the instruction from memory to the Instruction Register

or he I-loop. Then the execute cyclewhich is sub-divided into the

IIE ope'and search phase, operand read phase, and the execute phase, is entered.

Dui ing the execute cycle the Control Unit searches for the operand location

i as the disk is rotating and then transfers the operand to the Number Regis-

tei or N-loop within the Control Unit. Then the instruction is executed.

The main component of the Control Unit is the Instruction Register

I ( ee Fig. 8). The Instruction Register or I-loop contains a 27-bit word
which is composed of one delay flip-flop 1p, one write flip-flop 124w,

one -ead flip-flop Ix, and 24 other bits written on the magnetic disk

memo -y. New information may be entered into the I-loop when the control

flip flop Ic is "one" set; otherwise, the information circulates from the

magnetic disk through the flip-flops and is rewritten on the disk in a

cont nuous loop (Ref 1:9).

Instructions are transferred from memory to the I-loop where theK:- instruction is held for part of the interpretation process. The instruction

21
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word is separated into fields such as the operation code, bits 21-24;

and the operand channel information, bits 8-12. These bits of informa-

tion are transferred to buffer registers for temporary storage and then

to storage registers to be held until they are executed. Once the infor-

mation is transferred to the buffer registers, the Instruction Register

is free to receive the next instruction (Ref 2 :16).

The operation code is transferred serially from the I-loop to the

Operation Code Buffer Register (flip-flops Ip, Ob3 -Obj). This code is

then parallel loaded into the Operation Cede Storage Register (flip-flopsI
03-01) where the operation code is held for' and during execution. In a

Ssimilar manner the operand channel information is serially loaded into

the Operand Channel Buffer Register (flip-flops Cbs-Cb 1 ) and then parallel

loaded into the Caera~id S'tnrav Pnist;ir - , a -flopý CC. Po

I register refer-nce instructions which do not require operands, the channel

storage flip-flops may be used as additional hardware to execute the

instruction. Character output operation 's an example of this application.

Four bits of the accumulator are shifted into the Channel Storage Register,

then output on the character output lines.

Flag storing is a special operation which allows the execution of

a store operation with the initiation of other operations (such as add

or multiply) during one word-time without requiring an additional

instruction. Using the flag stcre capability saves one word of We•mory

and one word-time because a store instruction does not have to be used,

The previous contents of the Accumulator are stored in a channel specified

by the cide in T19 , T18, and T17 which indicate bits 19, 18, and 17, res-

pectively, in the instruction word as shown in Fig. 11, page 32. This

~2C
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code is read into the Flag Code Storage Register at the first bit-time

of execution. Flag storing will be explained in more detail under

Computer Word and Progranming.

When an operand is read from memory it is loaded into the Number

Register or N-loop (see Fig. 8). The N-loop is in the Control Unit and

consists of three flip-flops, tp, N24w, Nx, and 24 bits of memory. The

flip-flop NP is used for delay, N24 for writing on the memory disk, and

-* Nx for reading from the N-loop. A fourth flip-flop Nc controls the entry

of new information into the N-loop (Ref 1 :10).

The Phase Register consists of flip-flops P1, P2 , and P3 . It is

used to select one of four external pQsitions for each of the three analog

voltage outputs. The Phase Register can also modify the operand channel

address of the multiply-modified and the split-word multiply-modified

; - instru.-lops. Further, the Phase Register has an input function as a

seiector sitch for choosing one of two pairs of inputs to one of the

incremental pulse-type input loops, V or R.

Other registers in the Control Unit are tnree voltage output

* •registers of 8 bits each which are used as inputs to D/A converters, and

S[ a Discrete Output Register (Ds-D 1 ) which, together with a Discrete

Output Matrix, controls the 28 Discrete Outputs. Also, there is a Binary

Output Control Register which consists of three flip-flops, G3 , G2 , and G1 .

A bit counter that is controlled by the sector track of memory Is

I used for timing control in the D17B computer. The bit counter is a set

- of 6 flip-flops that are used to distinguish bit-times for the serial

operations of the computer. These flip-flops are designated B1, B2, B3,

B4 , 85, and B6. Three additional fllp-fiops, Tp, Tx, and To, are used

with BI-B 6 to form the logic used to count from ; to 27 during one word-time.

24
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B is used to distinguis between even and odd bit-times and B2 is "one"

- set at alternating two-word-time periods. B3 is 'one" set only during

the right and left split-word bit-times. B4 and Bs are counting flip-

flops that are used in conjunction with the other flip-flops of the bit

counter. B6 is "zero" set during the first half of the word-time and

"one" set during the second half (Ref 19:23-24).

Sunmmarizing, the major components of the Control Unit are: the

Instruction Register; the Number Register; the Operand, Channel, and

* Flag Code Buffer and Storage Registers; the Phase Register; the Output

Control Registers; and the Bit Counter.

Arithmetic Unit. The purpose of the Arithmetic Unit is to perform

the calculations as directed by the Control Unit. There are two one-word

registers in the Arithmetic Unit: the Accumulator and the Lower Accumulator.

The Accumulator, or A-register, accumulates the results of all the

arithmetic functions and the one logical function. It also serves as an

output register for voltage outputs, binary outputs, character outputs,

and telemetry (Ref 18:17). The A-register as shown in Fig. 8 is composed

of two delay flip-flops Ap and A24 , a write flip-flop A23w, a read flip-

flop Ax, and 23 bits on the magnetic disk memory. When the control flip-

flop Ac is "one" set, new information may be entered into the A-loop, but

when Ac is "zero" set the loop recirculates and new information cannot be

rea. in (Ref 18:30).

The Lower Accumulator or L-loop is used in conjunction with the

Accumulator for certain arithmetic and logic operations. It is used in

all the multiplication operations, Multiply, Split-Word Multiply, Multiply

Modified, and Split-Word Multiply Modified. The m, tiplier which was in

( the Accumulator is shifted into the L-loop in reverse order (the LSB is
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in the MSB position). The Logical AND to Accumulator operation logically

AND's the contents of the Lower Accumulator to the Accumulator. Another

function of the L-loop is tc receive character inputs during loading

operations and transfer these inputs to the Accumulator or the Instruction

Register. The L-loop also serves as a rapid-access loop which allows

data to be stored into or accessed frum the L-loop in one word-time. The

L-register, as shown in Fig. 8, consists of 23 bits in memory, two delay

flip-flops Lx and Lp, one write flip-flop L2 4 , and a read flip-flop Lo

(Ref 18:31).

Memory. Memory in the D17B is a rotating magnetic disk using

non-return-to-zero recording. The disk is driven at 6000 rpm 1-y a

400 Hz, 3-phase hysteresis-synchronous motor. Information is transferred

to the magnetic disk by 68 stationary read and write heads and remains

C.on the disk until new data is recorded. This information is in non-

volatile storage and remains scored even when power is removed from the

computer. This is not true of the rapid-access loops which are partially

on the disk. These loops are considered as volatile storage because the

flip-flops that are a part of the loops or registers will be activated

fin a random state when power is restored.

The memory disk is divided into 32 concentric tracks (channels)

and each channel is divided into 128 radial sectors as shown conceptually

in Fig. 9. The 32 channels are numbered in even-octal progression from

00 to 72 plus the I-loop and the sector track which are not numbered.

* iOnly even numbers are used because the least significant bit of the octal

number used fo." channel addressing is reserved for the sector address.

The sector numbers are permanently recorded on a special sector track S,

IC one number out of phase with the sector. This difference is used for

26
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timing purposes In the computer. The sectors are numbered octaily from

000 to 177. Each address, 03738 for example, designates the channel and

sector as shown below:

a I
0 3; 7 3 OCTAL

000 0i1p M1 Oil0 BINARY

CHANNEL SECTOR

000 010 001 111 Oil pseudo binary
0 2 1 7 3 pseudo octal

Thus when 03738 is decoded as channel 028 sector 1738 it can be located

in memory or in a conceptual layout of memory such as Fig. 9.

Program security or memory profection can be maintained b. disabling

the write heads to channels 00-46, the "cold-stcrage" channels, resulting

in a read only memory. The various rapid-access loops and channel 50

.(the "iiot-storage" channel) could szill be written on.

In addition to channels 00-50, there ire ten recirculating loops

which are used as input, arithmetic, and rapid storage operations as

show,1 in Table II.

There are 2727 prograrnable words in memory (21 channels of 128

.I words plus 8 loops with 39 more words). The memory cycle time is 78-1/8

Psec if the memory location is coincident with a read head This is the

.tire required to read one 24-bit serial word and is defined as one word-

time. The cycle time for all one-word loops is one wori-time or 78-1/8

usec. The worst-case cycle times for the 4-,&-, and 16-word loops are 4,

4, and 8 word-times, respectively. This is due to the intermediate read

heads in the 8- and 16-word loops. 'he worst-case cycle tire for the

21 main i.emory channels is 128 word-times or 10 msec (Ref 4 :16).
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II
Ill CTABLE II

Recirculation Loops in the D17B Computer

Channel Loop Words in Channel Function

52 F 4

54 H 16
Rapid access loops

56 E 8

60 U 1

,2 A 1

164 L 1 One-word arithmetic and
I rapid-access loops

66 N __

I Instruction loop-•- •.nonaddressab! e

70 V 4 Input buffer loops for

72 R 4 incremental inputs

-74 
Interrediate read heads*

*HmL and Em are not separate loops--they are part of the H and E loops,
respectively.

I 29-- - I-'
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Inputs and Outputs. The Inputs and Outputs of the D17B Computer

will be covered separately under Inputs and Outputs because of its impor-

tance to numerical control applications.

Comouter Word Format and Prc-;r,."..inQ

Word size in this computer is 27 bits, but 3 bits are used for

timing, resulting in a 24-bit, programmable word. TI .s 24-bit word is

presented in three basic formats: whole number, split number, and

instruction. These formats are shown in Fig. 10. The two forms of the

instruction word fo".iat--uniflagged and flagged instructions--are shown

in Fig. 11.

"Unflagged Instruction. The u~vflagged instruction will be discussed

fIrst since it is used as a basis for the flagged instruction. The unflagged

instruction is identified by the flag Lit T20  set to zero as illustrated

m C in Fig. 11. The unflagged instruction has five fields as shown in Table III.

TABLE III

Unflagged Instruction Fields

Bit Position Field

T2 4 -T 2 1  Operation Code

T2 0  Flag (always zero)

T19 -T 1 3  Sector of next instruction

T12 -T 1  Operand address:

VT 12 -Tg Operand channel

T7 -T, Operand sector
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This format is commonly called a two-address instruction although it could

_ 111be called a 1-1/2 address instruction. The two addresses given in the

instruction are the next instruction address and the operand address.

Only half the address for the next instruction Is explicitly shown; the

channel is assumed to be the same channel that contains the present

instruction. The unflagged instruction format may be used with all 39

instructions listed in Table B-I, Appendix B.

Flagged Instruction. The flagged instruction format is used whenj the programner wants to simultaneously store the previous contents uf

the accumulator into a specified loop and execute another instruction,

such as an ADD, MULTIPLY, or STORE. The six fields of this instruction

are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV
Flagged instruction Fields

- -
Bit Position Field

T2 4 -T 2 1  Operation Code

_ T20  Flag (always one)

T19 -T1 7  Flag storage location

TI6 -T13  Sector of next instruction

T12 -Tj Operand address:

* T1 2 -T6  Operand channel

T7 -T, Operand sector
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The flag-store location refers to a 3-bit code as shown in Table V. The

address of the next instruction Sp is shortened to four bits since the

J flag-store location code uses three bits. This limits Sp to the 16 sectors

following the operand address specified in the flagged instruction. The

flagged instruction is considered a three-address instruction.

TABLE V
Flag-Store Location Code

Instruction Word BitsLoop Channel Description
-- I T19  T18  T1 7  L

0 0 0 -- Idle

0 .0 1 F 52 4-word loop

0 1 0 T - Telemetry

0 1 1 - 50 Hot channel

1 0 0 E 56 8-word loop

S1 0 1 L 64 l-word loop

1 1 0 H 54 16-word loop

S1 1 1 U 60-word loop

Instruction Word Format. In both the unflagged and the flagged

instruction word format the operand address (channel and sector) is 12

bits, which allows direct addressing of 4096 words. Since the D17B only

has a 2727 word addressable memory, all locations in memory can be addressed

directly. In the unflagged instruction the next instruction address is

seven bits which allows-every sector (177 octal) within the channel to

be addressed. A transfer instruction is needed to transfer from an

instruction in one channel to an instruction in a different channel.

IC 34
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A c The operation code field in both cases is 4 bits long, which

limits the D17B to 16 unique 4-bit op codes. The 13 instructions which

address memory, use these 4-bit op codes and 12-bit operand addresses.

Two of the remaining 4-bit op codes are used for register reference

instructions such as control, logic, I/O, and shifts. The channel portion

(T1 2 -T8 ) of the operand address is used as an extension of the operation

code in instructions which do not access memory. Op code 14 is not used,

which would allow another memory reference instruction. Also, there are

numerous, unused 5-bit op code extensions which could expand the instruc-

tion repertoire (Ref 4 :14).

Full Word Operand. All 24 bits may be used to store one operand.

Bit 2A is the sign bit and T23 -T, represent a 23-bit fraction in two's

complement form (see Fig. 12). p, To, and Tx are timing bits used by

the computer and they are not prograrimable. Examples of the number repre-

sentation in the D7Baregiven in Table VI.

Split-Word Operand. Two numbers may be stored in one 24-bit word.

The left half-word is formed by bits T2 4 -T14 and the right half-word is

formed by bits T11-T1 . As shown in Fig. 12, bits T12 and T13 are not

used, and bits T24 and T11 represent the sign hits. Examples of split-

word operands are given in Table VI.

The D17B has the capability of simultaneous execution of two

identical add, subtract, or multiply instructions on the left and rightI
half-words. This increases the speed available for a solution to a

problem but with a loss in accuracy because only 11 bits are processed

SI for each half-word rather than 24.

SI

. 1 .3
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TABLE VIC• Examples of Number Representation Used in the D17B Computer

(Octal numbers are presented for convenience;
the computer uses binary numbers)

Type of Format

Type of Number Split-Word Format
Full -Word Format

Left Half-Word .Right Half-WordS~I
Maximum positive number 3777 7777 3776 1777

Maximum negative number 4000 0000 4000 2000

M Minimum positive number 0000 0000 0000 0000

"I Minimum negative number 7777 7777 7776 3777

I Phases of Operation. This computer has five phases of operation

which are coninon to delay-type memories. These phases are instruction

search (IS), instruction read (IR), operand search (OS), operand read (OR),

and execute (EX) as noted earlier. The upper part of Fig. 13 illustrates

how these phases would be performed in normal sequential operation. The

lower part of the figure illustrates how the 017B computer can perform

- several of these phases simultaneously. This figure assumes ninin,&e delay

coding of instructions which require one word-time for executior;. The

advantage of a minimal dealy code program is that, once the program is

initiated, the effective completion time of any instruction is equal to

the basic execution time of that particular instruction. Minimal delay

coding means placing the next Instruction in the memory location which

will be read next, following the execution of the present instruction.
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M!4odes of Operation. The modes of operation can be considered as

the types of operation that the computer may perform. The D17B has two

basic modes, compute and non-compute. Compute mode involves the execution

of instructions and the non-compute mode involves operations such as

synchronization and reading instructions (Ref 1:59). These modes are

divided into submodes as indicated in the Veitch Diagrams (Figs. 14 and

15). Reference I presents the state description and the associ~ted

register transfer equations for the modes and submodes if a more detailed

presentation is desired.

Inputs

Because the Inputs and Outputs of the D17B were designed for use

in the Minuteman I ICBM, many of the Inputs and Outputs are special pur-

pose signals. Another factor to consider is that the D17B provides

access to approximately 550 lines through connectors J 1 -J 1 1 . These lines

include the Input/Output signals, control signals, power monitoring signals,

and some spare lines.

The input lines as illustrated in Fig. 16 can be divided into four

classes of inputs: Discrete inputs, Character inputs, Incremental inputs,

and Control inputs. The Discrete and Character inputs are used for data

inputs, whereas the Control inputs are usually signals from a control

console. The Incremental inputs are independent of program control and

are used in highly specialized applications.

Control Inputs. The Control inputs consist of eight signals:

F Master Reset (MR), Run (KR), Halt (N.): Single-step (KS), Initiate Load

(FS), Halt Prime (IM), Enable Write (EW), and Disable Discretes (DD).
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Fig. 16. D178 Computer Inputs
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SThe Master Reset (MR) cot trol signal primarily nitializes all the

major mode generators into a kno*,n mode. The flip-flops are also set in

a random state during O'R, thus any information in the rapid-access loops

is lo_.t. MR also causes a transition into Sync Bit Counter I mode and

then into Sync Bit Counter 2 mode. Finally, an unconditional transfer

to channel 00 sector 000, instruct-on 5000 0008, is placed into the

Instruction Register. This process takes approximately 30 msecr and the

processor will be in the Prepare to Compute submode unless the Halt control

signa; had been issued. If KH (Halt) had been issued the processor would

be in the Interlock mode and would remain in this mode until another

control signal was issued.

The Run and Halt control signals are mutually exclusive and usually

are generated from the same switch on a control console. The Run control

signal is on for program execution and may be switched off to halt the

computer during program execution. Switching KR (Run) off is equivalent

to switching KH (Halt) on, so either terminology may be used.

SKS, the Single-step control signal, is used to execute the instruc-

tion presently in the Instruction register and then return to the Manual

Halt mode after the next instruction has been read into the I-register.

To ur KS, the Halt control signal must be on, or equivalently, KR off.

The Initiate Load (FS) control signal is used to sequence the

processor into the Iait submode from the Interlock or Idle 2 submodes

in those cases where the transition would not otherwise occur (Ref 2-)

This transiticn is necessary if the computer is going to execute any

fill/verify operations.

If IM, Halt Prime, is on, the processor will cycle between Idle

and Interlock submodes until IM is switched off or FS is switched on.
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S0 Then the computer will proceed with fill/verify operations (Ref 29).

* f The Enable Write control signal serves as a memory protect device

for channels O0 through 46. When EW is on, these channels may be written

into, but when EU. is off, writing in channels 00 through 46 is disabled,

Salthough reading is still pussible. The main advantage of the EVI signal

is to allow the computer to be turned on or off without affecting the

memory. If the Enable Write control signal is on when the computer loses

power, spurious signals will be written into channels O0 through 46

when power is restored, thus changing any program which may have been

in those channels. During the start-up or when power is restored, the

write flip-flops are enabled in random states sometimes causing unwanted

signals to be written into a channel.

* The final control signal is the Disable Discretes (DD) control

C signal. The DD signal has three functions, although the main function

is to disable the discrete outputs. When DD=O, the DOA instruction

changes the D-register, but all outputs are inhibited. DD=O also inhibits

Swriting into channel 50, although reading is still possible. This series

as a orotection against spurious writing during shut-down and start-up

procedures for channel 50. The third function of the Discrete Disable

control signal is to disable terminal 1 of the voltage outputs. Thus,

when DD=O, the outputs V10 , V201 and V30 are disabled; the other voltage

outputs are unaffected.

- Character Inputs. The Character Inputs are used to load the memory

durina a cold start and also to cause the camputer to transition into the

proper submnode to load or verify incoming octal characters. The Character

Inputs are a set of five lines, 11-I, where I1 is the least significant
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bit and Is is a parity bit as shown in Fig. 17 The four signals, I1-i,,

comprise the load codes; all 16 combinations are used.

The Fill, Enter, and Location load codes are used most often since

they are the codes involved in entering programs and data. Fill is used

to sequence the computer into the Fill mod* so that octal digits ind other

codes will be decoded by the computer. An example will probably clarify

the operation of these load codes. First the Fill code is entered to

ensure the Computer is ready. Next, an octal address (0000 4050) is

entered, followed by the Location code. The Location code would cause

0000 4050 to be loaded Into the Instruction register indicating the

address in memory. Then a deta ourd or an instruction is entered in

octal, 70706161, followed by the Eiiter code. The Enter code causes

7 0 70 6 1 6 1e to be written into memory at channel 40, sector 50 (4050) and

K the Instruction register is incremented by one to 0000 40518. Thus, if

- data or an instruction were to be entered in the next location in memory

(4051) then the octal digits would be entered followed by the Enter code.

it is not necessary to enter the location again since the I-register is

incremented each time an enter code is processed. This process would be

continued until the complete program had been entered.

When octal digits are entered they are shifted intu the Lower

Accumulator three binary digits at a time into the three low-order bit

positions. At the same time the three high-order bits are shifted out

and lost. The Location code transfers the octal digits to the Instruction

register, where the Enter code transfers the octal digits to the Accumulator

"and then to memory. In both cases the octal digits remain in the Lower

Accumulator.

C,
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The other load codes are used less frequently. Verify is similar

to Enter except the octal digits are not entered into memory, but are

compared with the octal digits in memory at the specified location and

if they are not the same an error is indicated. Clear simply clears or

zeroes the Lower Accumulator. The Delete load code is used as a rubout

or spacer and is disregarded by the processor. The Cor.pute load code is

j used to transition the processor from a Fill submode to the Idle 2 subinode,

where it will remain until the Halt control signal goes to zero, then it

will enter the Prepare 'o Compute submode and then into execution (Ref 29).

if a tape reader or some other automatic input device is used to input

information, the Halt load code is used to stop the filling or verifying

operations at a particular point in the input stream..

Discrete Inputs. The Discrete Inputs enter the D!7B computer on

C48 separate lines which are divided into two sets, X-inputs and Y-inputs.

Only X1 -X1 9 of the X-input lines are available external to the computer.

All 24 lines of the Y-inputs are available externally.

The instruction DIA transfers X1-X19 to A1 -A1 9 of the Accumulator,

and A2 0 -A 2 4 come from monitoring signals interne! to the computer. The

input into A20 comes from the DR flip-flop which can be set externally.

When DR is set (DR=l) two Discrete Outputs, D10 and D21 , are inhibited.

This does not affect the operation of the computer, but it does cause an

operation indepEndent of the computer to occur. The instruction RSD will

reset the DR flip-flop.

The D17B has a Fine Countdovm mode which it enters with the EFC

instruction and exits with the HFC instruction under program control.

-( The Fc flip-flop monitors this condition (Fc=i in Fine Countdown) and

is the input to A2 1 when DIA is executed. Fine Countdown was used by the
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computer in its original configuration to integrate velocity inputs to

give position information. The phase register (P1 , P2 , P3) provides the

inputs to the remaining bits in the Accumulator when DIA is executed.

P3 , P1, and P2 are inputs to A2 2 , A2 3 , and A2 4, respectively.

The instruction DIB transfers Yl-Y 24 into Al-A 24 of the Accumulator

which allows monitoring of the 24 external signals available to the com-

puter. This Discrete Input could be used to input 24-bit words into

the computer. Reference 29 describes a system designed and implemented

by J. Theriault at AFIT which uses the Y Discrete Inputs as the primary

input lines.

Incremental Inputs. As the Indremental Inputs are processed int3

the computer they are accumulated in two 4-word input loops, V and R.

Six pairs of inputs IIA and IlB through I6A and 168 are available for

the V- and R-loops as shown in Table VIl. The same table shows a total

of 26 possible Incremental Inputs when the speci&l and R-variable inputs

are included.

Resolver decoding is used to determine the inputs to the V-loop.

A modulo-four counter, flip flops WA and We, is used to determine which

group of inputs will be sampled and which word of the V-loop -Will receive

the results of the sampling. lIA and Ile are sampled every other word-time

and 2A, 128 as well as 13A, 13B are sampled every four word-times, resulting

in the sampling pattern: 12' Il 13, 11 12v,1 1-3* I.. ..... The sampling

and decoding process determines if there has been a positive or a negative

change in the input based on the previous sample. If there has been a

positive change, the appropriate word in the V-loop (as determined by WA

and WB) is incrimented by one; a negative change would have decremented

(.the same word ty one. This decoding was done when the processor was not
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TABLE VII

Incremental Input Specification

Class Input Group Sampling Device Sampling Rate4(samples/second)
V 11ACilBC V-loop, word 0 and 2 6500

V 12AC, 12BC V-loop, word 1 3250

V 13ACI3BC V-loop, word 3 3250

R 14AC 1I4BC R-loop, least significant 3250BChalf of word 3

R 15ACI5BC R-loop, most significant 3250
half of word 3

R 6ACI6AC R-loop, most significant 3250

R-vr-b-eR-o half~s oieifiword 2 25

__. R-varlable IIJr"3CI "3I4C R-loop, leost significant; 3250
half of word 2

R-variable I INC,1I3C,'14C R-loop, least significant 3250
1 half of word 1

R-variable 1 NCI ,1C 4C R-loop, most significant 3250

half of word I

Special IBC Dr Continuous*

Special 17C R-loop, least significant 1625half of word 0

*If Dr is in the "0" state.

C4
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in the Fine Countdown mode so that errors in the velocity meters could

be calculated. When Fine Countdown was entered resolver decoding con-

tinued, but with a few changes. The V-loop was no longer modified by

the decoder outputs. When the inputs changed, the appropriate word in

the V-loop (determined by WA and W.) was added to or subtracted from

the U-loop, a one-word loop. In this mode of operation the V- and U-loops

formed a digital integrator with V as the Y register, U as the R register,

and the incremental inputs as the dx input (Ref 18:64). When a solution

is reached, U goes negative, D5 of the Discrete Output register is set

enabling D16 if the D register had been zero set prior to the U-loop going

S~negative.'

The R-loop only procesees split -r6s, t-h-s it has the capability

of receiving eight different inputs, three resolver inputs, four variable

--- ( inputs, and one pulse input. The R-incremental Inputs or resolver inputs

are 14AI and I4B through 16A and I6B. Resolver decoding is identical to

the V-loop except for the timing which is changed because of the split-

word inputs. The results of sampling are, processed the same as the

V-Incremental Inputs with FC=O. The second group of inputs to the R-loop

are the R-variable Incremental Inputs. In general these inputs are pro-

cessed the same as the V-incremental and the R-incremental inputs. The

major difference is indicated in Table VII, three innuts instead of two.

These three inputs are used differently also. IiN (i=1-4) determines if

addition or subtraction will occur while lil and Ti4 determine the magnitude.

If Ilil is true the operand is 1 or if li4 is true the operand is 100 binary.

If both Ill and Mi4 are true, the operand is 101 binary. Another difference

"i Is the use of the P2 flip-flop of the Phase Register to select the inputs.
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iC f P2 =1 then 12I and 141 (i=N, 1, 4) will be selected whereas if P2O,

I and 13i will be selected.

The final inputs to the R-loop, 17 and IB, form another group of

inputs called the Special Incremental Inputs. I is a binary signal

which sets tie DR flip-flop which in turn inhibits two Discrete Outputs,

DIO and 021. DR can be reset usina the Reset Detector (RSD) instruction.

The final input, I7, is sampled once every four word times. If 17 is a one

when it is sampled, the right split-word of word zero of the R-loop will

be incremented by one. This split word, the Coarse Time Counter, can

only be incremented Every eight word times. When 17 is sampled and 17=Is

then Rx isý set so that four word times later when 17 is sampled and found

set, the Coarse Time Counter won't be incremented. The l-ft half of wordI zero is the Fine Time Counter which is incremented every eight word times

(Punless the Coarse Time Counter is incremented. In this case the Fine

Time Counter is reset to a -1(100000000002) and continues countitig; The
Coarse Time Counter counts the number of puls'es sampled and the Fine Time

_Counter counts the number of word times that have elapsed since the last

pulse was sampled.

Outputs

The Outputs of the D17B computer are varied and specialized for

the same reasons as the Input signals. The Output signals will be func-

tionally divided into seven groups as show in Fig. 18. These signals

are all processed by the I/0 circuitry so that external devices may use

them without overloading the internal circuitry (Ref 29).

Discrete Outputs. The Discrete Outputs are used to output 28

"on/off" signals through program control. The Discrete Output A (DOA)
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Fig. 18. D178 Computer Outputs
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instruction transfers a code in the sector address portion of the

instruction to the D register. This signal is then decoded and one of

the 28 possible Discrete Output lines is enabled. There is one exception;

D04 may be enabled at the same time as D01, DO2, or D-03. Since these

three combinations can be decoded externally to form D05, D06, D07, the

j Discrete Outputs are numbered DO1-D04 then DO8-D31 for a total of 28

: lines.

There are several other conditions or signals which will modify

the D-register outputs or the Discrete Outputs. The Disable Discrete

control signal will disable all the Discrete Outputs without affecting

the D-register. When the Detector flip-flop is set (DR=2), DIO and D21

are disabled, although the other outputs are not affected. Another con-

dition which will modify the D-register, and thus the outputs, occurs

c. during Fine Countdown. If the U-loop goes negative, D5 is set and the

D-register may be changed, disabling at least half of the outputs as indi-

cated in the Veitch diagram in Fig. 20.

Binary Outputs. The Binary Outputs consist of three signals,

Gi (i=1,3), and their complements, Gio (i=1,3). These signals are

illustrated in Fig. 19.

Q21 Q 31

BOA BOB BOC

G10 Q -'G20 -G30

Fig. 19. Binary Outputs
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The Binary Output instructions, BOA, BOB, and BOC, are used to

enable these signals. The Binary Output signal, BOA for example, will

increment the contents of the Accumulator if G1 1=I or decrement the

contents of the Accumulator if G,0=1. After the contents of the A-register

are modified, the G1 flip-flop is set if A<O (Gli=1), or reset if AŽO(G1 o=I).

Once the respective G flip-flop is set it will remain in that state until

changed by another Binary Output instruction, a Master Reset control signal,

or a power loss. The last two cases result in a random setting of the

flip-flops so it is assumed the signal is lost.

Character Outputs. The Character Outputs use a set of six lines,

SSc1-Sc5 and Sct, to output 4-bit character information. Lines Scl-S c4

determine the 4-bit character, line Sc5 holds the parity bit, and line

Sct is used for timing. The Character Output A (COA) instruction is used

(7 to output one 4-bit character. When the COA instruction is executed,

the Accumulator is left-shifted four bits, an odd-parity bit is generated,

and S is set for the time Scl-Sc5 is available on the output lines. The

time this signal is available is determined by the low-order five bits

in the COA instruction, thus the maximum time the outputs are available is

31 word times (2.4 msec).

Voltage Outputs. The Voltage Outputs consist of four sets of out-

puts with three signal lines for each set as shown in Fig. 21.

The Phase Register (PI, P2 ' P3) is used to select which set of

analog signals will be used. This selection is illustrated in Table VIII.

The Voltage Output instructions, VOA, VOB, and VOC, cause the high-

order eight bits of the left or right split-word to be transferred into

Register 1, 2, or 3, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 21. Bit four of

C the instruction determines which split-word to transfer into the register.
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Fig. 21. Voltage Outputs
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TABLE VIII

Voltage Outputs as Determined by Phase Register Settings

Voltage Outputs Phase Register
Enabled P1  P2  P3

•'• b
"- 10 , V20, V30 0 1

V- I 0 d

~ill 211 3 01
Vl1 V2! V d

V12 , V2 2, V32 1 1 d

V V V3  0 1 d
v13' v23, 33

aA "d" indicates a don't care state, P3 may be a 0 or 1.

bThe Discrete Disable control signal will disable V10 , V20 , and V3 0

when DD=1.

The contents of Register 1, 2, or 3 are shifted inito a D/A corverter

which outputs an analon voltage signal proportional to the digital value

of the 8-bits in the register. The output of the D/A ccnverter ranges

from -5 VDC to +5 VDC and is amplified to ±20 VDC at the output lines

(Ref 18:47).

Figure 21 zhows that VOA enables V10 , V11, V12 , or V13; VOS enables

V20 , V21, V2 2 , cr V23 ; and VOC enables V3 0 , V31 , V3a, or V3 3 , depending on

the Phase Register setthig.

Telemetry Outputs. The Telemetry Outputs were used by the Minute-

man I missile to telemeter the ",nternal operations of the DI7B to ground

control stations. Telemetry can outpul any one of seven signals during

one word time. The contents of the Accumulator can be read out continuously
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I Ci or periodically under program control by flagstoring the Accumulator into

I• the T-loop (Telemetry). The clock can be read out provided the memory

disk is in position against the read-write head plate (Ref 29). The

Discrete Outputs Monitor signals are specialized outputs which were

originally used to monitor the progress of the missile during flight.

These signals are available as Telemetry Outputs. They are simply pre-

selected Discrete Output signals logically ANDed together as shown in

I Table IX. The Discretes Dlsable control signal will disable these

monitor signals by disabling the inputs to the AND gates.

___TABLE_ IX

Composition of Discrete Odtput Monitor Signals

Logical AND of Discrete Discrete Output
Output Signals Monitor Signal

Dti

(D i 12)('010- (D19) Dr

-- ~ ~~(Djo).(D•3 .D B r

(D 14)' (D 20)- (D21) Dt0

The Memory Multiplexer flip-flop Mox is another Telemetry Output.

This flip-flop copies and outputs serially one c.iannel of memory during

one disk revolution. External logic could be 6sed to monitor the sectors

and display the output of Hpx when a specified sector is read. In this

...i,~nner any word in memory could be display4 on an5 external device.
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Another output signal is Origin Timing. When the processor is in

Ccompute mode a 2.9 Ps pulse at Tp of sector 177 is issued which indicates

the start of one disk revolution (Ref 29). Program Timing and Sector

Charinel are the final two Telemetry Outputs. Program Timing is an external

signal used to indicate that the contents of the Accumulator have been

flagstored into telemetry (Ref 2:68). The Sector Channel outputs are

the sector numbers 000 to 177, octal, which are recorded on one channel

of the disk called the Sector Channel.

Mode Control Monitor Signals. The Mode Control Monitor Signals

are seven outputs which are amplified and processed for external use

to monitor and dispiay the modes of the processor (Ref 29). These seven

signals are: Compute mode; Fill mode; Manual Halt mode; Parity Error;

Parity or Verify Error; Program Halt mode; and Verify mode. If these

signals are displayed they can help the .2rograrriner in entering or debugging

a program.

incremental Output. The incremental Output consists of only one

signal, W2 1 , which goes true once every four word times starting at sector

one. This output was originally used to control the devices monitored by

rnt Incremental inputs (Ref 29).

Output Surrmar. The outputs are surwarized in Fig. i8 at the

beginning of this section. Briefly, the number of useful output lines

available ar. tabulated in Table X.

TABLE X
Useful Output Lines Available

Output Signals E Lines Available

Discrete 28
Binary 6

. Character 5
Voltage 12
Tel em-etry 24
Total 75
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Specifications and Features Applicable
"To Control Operations

Certain specifications of the D17B computer are applicable to

numerical control and process control. The most general specification

or feature of the D178 which is applicable is the overlapping of several

modes of operation, such as instruction search and operand search occurring

during the same word-time. The 24-bit word length is advantageous in

numerical control because it offers very high accuracy is a necessity

for certain operations. .4hen high accuracy is not needed the D17B can

operate as a dual processor for the arithmetic operations. For this situa-

tion, the 24-bit word can be split into left and right 11-bit words,

including the sign bit. Direct addressing is another desirable feature,

but it is of limited value due to the small memory on disk. The split,

-(-9 compdre, and limit instruction can be used to keep split-words from out-

putting values which are out of range.

Inputs. The character, discrete, and incremental inputs are appli-

cable to control operations. The character inputs are used to enter the

programs and data needed by the programs. The incremental inputs were

used to integrate velocity inputs to eccermine position in the Minuteman

I ICBM. These inputs Aill still be integrated when the computer is in

fine countdowm so that the proper inputs and constants should result in

position information. Also, when a solution is reached, D5 of the Discrete

Output register is enabled which could be used to stop whatever operation

i.; in progress.

There are 43 usable discrete inputs that can be used to enter data

(with added external logic), to monitor different conditions in a process,

C or to receive data from AiD converters. Twenty-four of these 43 inputs
Srecive rom f thse64
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= Gcan be read into the computer with one instruction and the other 19 with

one more instruction. This results in an effective input rate of 3.64

psec per discrete input.

Outputs. There are three categories of outputs that are appli-

cable to control operations: analog, binary, and discrete. Analog or

voltage outputs are usually needed in control applications, such as

a valve or positioning a table on a drill press. The D17B analog

outputs only have S-bit resolution which is not accurate enough for

most numerical control applications, but may be sufficient for specialized

operations. There are 12 separate analog outputs, all under program

control.

The binary output signals (pulse lines) are Gil, G2 1, and G3 1 plus

the ccmplement for each of these binary outputs. All six signals are

cc available for output. These signals stay on until they are turned off

by the program. For example, Gil may be true (which makes GIO, the

complement, false) and it will stay true until an instruction is issued

to chdnge it. Then Gli will be false and GIO will be true. By proper

progranming the Binary outputs can be used as a pulse output, oscillating

between true and false for a specified time.

The third set of outputs, the 28 discrete outputs, could be used

to turn switches on and off. As stated previously, only one discrete

output can be on a+ any one time with the exception of D04 which can be

on with D01-D03. If D011 was issued, turning switch one on, it would

remain in the true state until a different discrete output was issued.

Then 0011 would have to be issued again to tuvn switch one off, To use

the discrete outputs this way necessitates using a switch that requires

a positive or negative going pulse to turn it on and another pulse of the
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same polarity to turn the switch off. Using this type of switch requires

the program to keep track of which switch is on and when.

General. In general the D17B computer has all the inpvts and out-

puts that are used in control applications except voltage inputs. But,

the slow speed, limited memory capacity, and 8-bit accuracy in the D/A

converters make the use of the D17B in general control applications

questionable. The D17B compute," could be used to advantage in certain

specialized applications such as data acquisition and preprocessing data

in process control applications and simple point-to-point numerical control

applications. Chapter V discusses some possible numerical control con-

figurations using the D17B computer.

-I
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!1I. Model Formulation and the Implementation

Of a M~achine Positioning System

As mentioned previously it was not possible to obtain a machine

of the desired nature in the time available. This necessitated the

formulation of a model as an alternate procedure. A digital computer

model of the machine was a possibility; however, an analog computer

simulation was considered a more direct solution. This approach

required a direct connection between the D17B and the machine model

with the proper interfaces.

Servos and Drive.

Several different devices are available to drive the worktable

0 (the table which holds the part to be machined) in accordance with the

desired commands. Electrohydraulic servovalves can be used to -:ontrol

hydraulic moters. .. draulic power sources are frequently used when large

power is required. Another method of moving the worktable is w'th the

use of electric motors. These motors can be either armature-ccntrolled or

field-controlled.

Field-Controlled Rotors. Since less power is required to control

the field of the mntor, this method is frequently adopted (Ref 11:47).

The simplified diagram of a field-controlled dc rotor is shown in Fig. 22.

For a constant armature current, im, the torque, T, is proportional

to the flux,-A which is in turn proportional to the field current, if*

Hence the torque equation is

T = Kf f (1)
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Fig. 22. Simplified Diagram of Field-Controlled dc Motor

I where Kf is the proportionality constant between torque and current.

The equation for the field circuit voltage, ef, is

(sLf +Rf)1f =ef(2

where s is the differential operator, Lf and Rf are field inductance and

Sresistance, respectively. For an inertia-viscous friction load as depicted

in Fig. 23, the torque equation is given by

(sJ +B)wm = T (3)

where J is inertia, B is the deping goefficidet, and &m is the ama-

ture velocity.

Now the equation for motor velocity can be written as

(sLf+Rf)(sJ +B)w = Kfef (4)

by combining Eqs (1), (2), and (3). In practice a constant armature

(current is cWif#cu;i to obtatr,. if a constant voltage is applied to the
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*T em

B

Fig. 23. Friction/Inertia Load for dc .Hotor

armature, 'the current is given by

_ Ea-e Ea -K2€min... ni(5)

RmRr

where

* em = back emf,

Ea = armature voltage,

Rm = armature resistance, andI
K2 = flux/field current conversion constant.

For Ea >>em we can approximate Im, as

im i Ea/Rm (6)

I The angular rotation of the rotor shaft must be transformed into

I linear motion to move the worktable. In actual practice very sophisticated

devices are used to eliminate backlash and ensure accurate positioning.

For modelling purposes a system of rotary and worm gears will suffice to

effect the transformation. Figure 24 shows a simplified view of the
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gearing required to transform rotary motion to linear motion. Only one

axis is depicted. A similar arrangement is required for the other axis.

For small loads such as a printed-circuit board, the inertia of the work-

piece can be ignored. If larger loads are considered, the inertia of

the table and workpiece can be included as a load on the motor (corrected

by the transformation of the gearing ratio). Assuming ideal coupling by

the gears, this load can be transformed into a load in parallel with the

original load on the motor shaft (Ref 12:91).

Now the &ngular velocity, wm, and angular position, em, are

related by

WM= Se (1)

Similarly, assuming perfect coupling, angular position and linear posi-

tion, xi, are related by

X (8)

where Kg represents the gear-coupling constant between the motor and the

table. Hence

= sx/Kg (g)

and we can revwrite Eq (4) in terms of the linear position

(sLf +Rf)(sJ +B)sx = KgKfef (10)

or, in transfer function form

X =' Kg___ (11)

ef s(sLf +Rf)(sJ +B)

Steady-State Response. The Final Value Theorem (Ref 12:11) states

that the final steady-state response is given by
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X(-) : llm S%(S)Ef(S) (12a)

SKgKfI(RfB) 1

X() lim s- (12b)s-0 S(TIS + 1)(T2S +1) S

where S-1 is the Laplace Transform of the unit step input. From this

it can be seen that X goes to infinity as time increases when a step

input is applied. This can be remedied by negative feedback as depicted

in Fig. 25.

"Armature-Controlled Motors. Although field-controlled motors have

the advantage of allowing control at a- lower power level, they have the

disadvantage of speeding up at lower applied voltages when one would want

them to rotate quite slowly. For this reason armature-controlled motors

- -- are frequently used in applications in which it is desired to operate at

very slow speeds for portions of an operational cycle.

j ein ef ~ -xx

Seef

Fig. 25. Closed-Loop SystemI 68
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Since an armature-controlled motor is better for our application,

we shall generate our modF1 to conform to that configuration.

In the armature-controlled configuration, the torque equation

is

T = K30im (13)

where

€ = field flux,

im = armature current, and

K$ = a constant for a given motor.

In an armature-controlled motor the field has a fixed voltage and hence

a constant flux, 4. Thus Eq (13) becomes

T = Ktim (14)

C where Kt is the torque constant. Figure 26 shows a simplified schematic
• of an armature-controlled motor.

The counter-emf, em, is given by

em = Kvum = KvSBm (15)

where Kv is the generator constant. The voltage equation in the input

circuit is given by

ea = (LmS .Rm)im +em (16)

Again, assuming , damping and inertia load, Eq (3) portrays the load

torque equation1T (JS+B)w (3.

Comr-ining Eq (3) with Eqs (14) through (16) results in

[(JS +B)(LmS +% )iKt + Kv)tY,. - ea (17a)
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I Loe q, qnFIXED
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a. Motor

NJ:1m

•-,Ii•_ _b. Load

S~Fig. 26. Armature-Controlled Motor and Load
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( or in terms of X

[(S 2JLm/Kt + S(J&I + BLm)/Kt + (BRm +KvKt)/Kt]SX/Kg = ea (1 7t)

A block aiagram of the system incorporating unity feedback and

an 6rzifier of gain K is shown in Fig. 27, and G is the transfer func-

tion X/ea as defined !5y Eq (17b).

Fig. 27. Armature-Controlled Feedback System

Analog Computer Model of a (wo-Axis Positioning System

Parameter Selection. Before implementing the model on the analog

computer, one important step remains--that of parameter selection In

accordance with some reasonable guidelines.

The first group of parameters which we might select are the ones

associated with the motor itself. Selecting a five horsepower motor

for its high torque capability, we could obtain a 240-volt dc, armature-

controlled General Electric motor with the following parameters (Ref 23:22):

.= 0.615 ohms

Lm= 0.0045 henries
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1 ('2 Kt 0.7 lb-ft/amp

KV 1.21 volts/rad/sec

Wf = 150 watts = power for full field

= = 0.050 lb-ft sec 2

Tm = motor inertial time constant 0.036 sec

Nr = rated speed = 1750 rpm

The only remaining parameter to consider is the gearing ratio, Kg.

The constraint which is placed on this parameter Is that adequately high

table slew rates may be attained when moving the table from, point to

point. This ensures that time will not be wasted in movinb long distances.

Although industrial systems sometimes attain speeds of 1000 ipm in high

performance applications, we will incorporate a figure of 100 ipm for

modelling purposes as a figure more representativ4 of industrial use.

Considering Eq (8) and differentiating, we obtain

Therefore, in consideration of the rated speed of the motor, we get

SLKg = 0.00758 ft/rad

i Inserting these parameters into Eq (17b) and solving for the

highest order derivative yields

X = 17.7ea - 15.65X - 404i (19)

Assuming an amplifier gain of 12 which will produce the rated

armature voitage with the maximukm of 20 volts out of the D-17B com-puter

results in a closed-loop transfer function of

--- 212 (20)
S! + 15.65S2 + 404S + 212
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-- 7 "Figure 28 shows the root locus plot obtained with the aid of

Mta Root Locus program at AFIT (Ref 17).

An analog computer diagram of the plant is shown in Fig. 29.

The variables shown in the various portions of the circuit are amplitude

scaled as indicated by the square brackets. This is necessary in order

that the maximum voltage available at the output of the various ampli-

fiers will not ba exceeded (Ref 14:36).

Assuming a solution of

X1t) = A sin wnt (21a

for the second order part of the system response, we obtain

X(t) =Aun cos Wnt (21b)

-Aw n~t = 2 sin w nt (21c)

-Awn3 Cos Wnt (21d)

Since tn =20 and max = A = 5 inches we can obtain conservative maximum

values for X and each of its derivatives and sibsequently determine each

of the scale factors, *i. As an example, Xr-ax=5; hence

Scom=uter maximum voltage = 10/5 = 2 (22a)

Xmax

Similarly,

a! = lO/max = 0.05 (22b)

= 0/lmix = 0.0025 (22r}

= lO/Xmax = 0.00012 (220

C4, = lO/ea.x = 0.04 (22e)
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The final form of the positioning system was implemented on a

TR-10 analog computer. Figure 30 shows selected analog computer symbols

and thei defining equations. The complete system diagram with feedback

is shown in Fig. 31. The upper half of the figure represents the X-channel

i hile the lower half represents the Y-channe! of the system. The portions

of the circuit to the right of Function Switches, FSI and FS2, represent

the inputs to the positioning system. Potentiometers 21 and 24 are the

manual controls while potentiometers 3 and 13 attenuatCe the computer

voltages (20 volts maximum rmagnitude) down to the scaled voltages used in

the analog computer. FSI and FS2 switch between manual control and auto-

matic con-trol. The inputs to potentiometers 21 and 24 are switched by

meins of patch. cables between +10 volts and -10 volts to afford positioning

in all four quadrarts. m.plifiers 7 and 17 are not actually part of the

besic system., but are used to precondition the signals fed to the ADC's as

explaird in •te rext section.

Most cf the variables shown in the diagram are amplitude scaled as

iricated by the square brackets. ThE voltage present in the circuit is

equal z, h-P- indicated variable m-ltipiied by its associated scaling factor,

-Ia.. Zonversely, if the voltage at a pci•.•t in the circuit is known, the

._.ooriate variable can be found by d iiding it by its associated scale

Lom,-iterized Control

After a general fa.ili-r-= ztior of . Dt07 was attained, ca~uter

pr,-zrams were written to gene-zte cmruro si•-nals which cculd be used as

inputs to a posi"isning devi-e_ .Fi=e 32 t-ms the ••ordinate system

~ 1. •,se as we*' as :., c:czputer oz.tpR.tL tz #TI produce full-scale movement
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x aPOTENTIOMETER±...~Q = Y max, 0:ýasj1.0

INVERTING 1 a - (aX1 + + bXn)
AMPLIFIER An b a, b-0.1 to 100

r. usually~s.

X0 Y = O (aX1  +.. bX) d4

IN1TEGRATOR bX0 = - Y(0) T

n: ) a, ... , b-0.1 to 100

n usually s.4"A' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 30. Selected Analog Coffputer Symbols
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Y, inches-

3-

S~+20 V
-2_T

i I

m•1 2 3 4 5 X, inches --

+-20 V

-- :': - 20V

3:.

NOTE: D17B output voltages required to give full-scale deflectionstin each direction are given in the squares.

Fig. 32. Coordinate System of Simulated Positioning System
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of the positioning device. In both axes voltage outputs from the D17B

will produce proportional deflections along the X and Y axes.

The initial programs produced a square in the first quadrant

and a rough approximation of a circle. More sophisticated programs were

developed which would generate a more precise circle and a square using

either PTP or incremental positioning. These programs are presented in

Appendices C and D. The algorithm used to generate the circle is also

contained in Appendix D. These programs were used at first to control

an X-Y plotter directly. At times the voltage outputs were displayed on

an oscilloscope as a means of viewing the results of the program. In this

way it could be determined whether tfe proper voltages were generated.

After the programs were tested in this manner for proper sequencing,

the outputs of the computer were applied to the analog computer. This

Q provided a test to determine if the programs developed the appropriate

patterns at a proper speed, i.e., were the patterns generated slowly

enough to be followed by the analog computer model of the machine posi-

tioning system?

Finally, feedback was provided to the computer so that the com-

puter would have information as to whether the system responded to its

7 ,couniands or not. This feedback was provided by using analog-to-digital

converters (ADC's). The converters used were Analog Devices, model

ADC-12QZ. The specifications of these devices are given in Table XI.

The feedback system utilizing the ADC's is shown in Fig. 33. j
In the initial attempts feedback to the computer was used only to determine

that the positioning system had responded completely to the previous

- corrand before the subsequent commnand was generated. The reason for this

i . 80
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-oTABLE XI

Electrical Specifications of ADC-12QZ Analog-to-Digital Converters

Resolution 12 bits

Accuracy ±1/2 LSB max

Conversion time 40 psec, max

Input voltage ranges ±5 V, ±10 V, 0 to +5 V, 0 to +10 V

Input impedance

10 V pp ranges 5 kW2

20 V pp range 10 k9

0 to +5 V range 2.5 kU

Convert command Positive pulse, 100 nsec min width;
rise and fall time 1 isec max

Output codes (positive true)
Unipolar

Parallel or serial Binary

Bipolar

Parallel Offset binary or 2's complement

Serial Offset binary

Logic outputs

Status "I" during ccnversion

Status "0" during conversion

Strobe Serial data synch

Power supply

Analog ±15 V @ 30 MA
Digital + 5 V @ 210 MA

S~82.1
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sort of positive positioning control was to ensure that the positioning

device went to the c.rrect position before performing the work (such as

drilling a hole) which was to be done at that location.

The next attempt at computer control involved using the D17B in

* the feedback path as the comparator in addition to providing the position

conmnands to the positioning system. In this configuration the present

position of the analog computer model was compared with the comnanded

position by the D17B and the position comnmand signals were altered in

accordance with the error signal. This corresponded to normal com-

parison of position information in analog positioning systems with the

exception that it was done by digital means, with the aid of analog-to-

digital converters and digital-to-analog converters.

• Sometimes a sarmple-and-hold device is needed at the input of

an ADC to keep the signal from changing during the conversion process.

A sample-and-hold device is one for which the input/output relationship

is Xout(t) = Xin(kT), for kT < t < (k + !)T, where T is the sampling

interval and k is an integer.

In this application such a device is not necessary because of the

low response of the signals being converted and the fast (40 psec) con-

version time of the ADC. The output of the converter was automatically

held by the register wihin the encoder.

The hookup of the ADC's into thý overall system is shown in Fig.

* 34 for the X-axis. The Y-axis hookup is identical. It can be seen

that a one-shot multivibrator was used to generati a convw-rt coniand pulse

of s~ven usec duration. Once the discrete output, D03, is generated, it

must remain true for one fi'il wordtime (78 psec). This would extend
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beyond the 40 psec conversion interval. The one-shot was used to avoid

inadvertent sibsequent triggering of the ADC. A very simple method was

used to enable the NAND gates which buffered the digital output onto the

data bus. The STATUS output was used to enable two of the gates directly

while the remainder of the gates were driven by the inverted STATUS output

since the fanout of the STATUS and STATUS signals was only five. The X

and Y con ter channels were treated identically except that the X out-

puts wee put onto the 12 most significant positions of the data bus and

the Y outputs were put onto the 12 least significant positions.

At this point it can also be noted that the analog inputs to the

encoders are X-5 and Y-5, respectively. This was necessary due to the

offset voltages used in the logic circuits to be compatible with the

;.existing I/O cabinet and Control Console (Ref 29). The difficulty arises

from the fact that the logic in the existing consoles uses 0 volts for Vcc

on the logic modules and -5 volts for the-normal ground input to the modules.

These sade voltages were used in the encoder logic and the analog input

to the encoder had to be tied to the digital ground (actually -5 volts).

Therefore, the analog output of the model had to be shifted by -5 volts to

compensate for the shift in logic levels. The ground on the analog com-

puter could not be tied to the -5 volt digital reference since the analog

outputs of the computer were referenced to 0 volts.

Motomatic Hookup

As mentioned previously, the Motomatic system is a small armature-

controlled dc motor which comes in modular form so as to facilitate

unique connections for specific applications. This system allowed a] Edemonstration of a "real-world" control situation with the D178.
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g ~Essentially, the Motornatic is the same system, as modeled on the
analog computer except on a smaller scale. In addition the rotary shaft

motion was not converted into linear motion as in the modelled system.

A potentiometer conne--ted directly to the output shaft .*ed back angular

! position information for closed-loop control.

"Through standard testing procedures (Ref 12:660), the closed loop

transfer function was found to be

output angle = 0 = 281
input voltage V (S + 7.5)(S + 37.5))

Results for controlling the Motomatic are given in Chapter IV. The real-

world application simalated was that of changing the angular position of

I the worktable so that a different side of the material could be shaped,

SC stamped, etc.

.--.
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was IV. Results of Control Implementation

As was originally assumed, it was possible to exert control over

both a modelled system and a "real-world" system (the Motomatic trainer)

using the D17B computer. This chapter sunnrarizes the results of imple-

menting control with the D17B using three separate methods. Method A used

point-to-point control to generate a square. Method B improved upon Method

A in that the complete path was under control and an auxiliary work function

was added. Method C implemented a closed-loop within the computer.

Method A, Point-to-Point Control

Method A was the simplest of the three methods used. Under this

method the D17B was caused to compute and output an analog voltage to the

Cj modelled machine positioning system (MPS). It would then wait in a loop

for a period of time required for the MPS to reach the conmnanded position;

The MPS moved the simulated slide of a machine tool a distance proportional2I to the input voltage without any further assistance from the 017B. This

method allowed the computer to control the MPS in a point-to-point (PTP)

manner. The distance between points could be varied from zero to the

maximum dimension of the MPS worktable. The restriction on this method

is that the D17B must be caused to wait in a delay loop long enough for the

MPS to respond to the input. The upper square in Fig. 35 was drawn on an

x-y plotter using the X and Y voltage outputs of the YIPS as inputs to the

plotter.

Method B, Continuous Patn Control

Method B added a degree of sophistication ý.a the computer control

process. Figure 35 shows a slightly modified square. Inside the square
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a. Method A
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b. Method B

Fig. 35. Square Figures Generated by Methods A and B
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j .are two hash marks indicating holes that might have been drilled at the

prescribed locations as the MPS stopped in that position. The hash marks

were also generated by the computer, which had to control the lifting of

the pen on the plotter as well as implementing position ccnlnands.

In this method the computer knew at all times where the machine was

positioned due to the feedback incorporated for this purpose. When the

MPS was within a specified range of the desired value, the 017B calculated

a new value to reposition the MPS. This method allowed faster control of

the 'PS since calculation of a new value could begin as soon as the I-•OS

was close enough to the desired position. In method A the computer was

required to wait a given length of time between each conirand.

Method B will not be as accurate as method A unless the MPS is

allowed to complete the positioninrj before a new signal is generated. The

tolerance specified in method B is dependent on the accuracy of the D/A

and A/D conwvrters, the stability of the D17B output voltages, and the

capability of the MPS.

Figure 36 shows several circular arcs of arbitrary radii and

arbitrary central arnglcs. The coordinates of the points on these arcs

were generated by the circular interpolation program listed in Appendix D.

The plots were obtained as in method A, with the x-y plotter receiving

the X and Y voltage outputs of the MPS. The initial and final points of

the arcs vere input to the program manually for each arc. A limitation

on this arc-generation routine is that the coordinates of the initial and

final points must be precalculated and be consistent points on a circle

about the origin. A suitable modification in the program could undoubtedly

be made to cause the circular arcs to be drawn around an arbitrary center.
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Method C, Closed-Loop Control

Method C is more complex than method B since the D17B was actively

involved in a feedback loop. In this method the D17B checked the position

of the MPS, compared it to the desired value and applied an error signal

based on the difference between the desired and the actual positions.

As in method B, when the position of the MPS came within a certain speci-

fied range of the desired value, the Dl7B calculated the next positioat

and repeated the process.

Figure 37 shows, in quadrants one and four, an approximately semi-

circular arc generated by method C. On the left is an arc generated by

mrethod B.

Figure 38 shows a plot of the angular position of the shaft of the

-. atomatic servo system as a function of time. The position condnands were

generated under program control in such a manner as to effect step changes.

in the angular position of the motor. This procedure would correspond to

the rotation of a machine tool worktable about its z-axis, holding in a

given position for a length of time necessary to accomplish the desired

work function, and then proceeding to a different angular position for a new

task.

Error Analysis

Since the primary goal of this study was to determine the feasi-

bility of implementing computerized control with the D17B computer rather

than to design a complete, accurate control system, there were several

sources of error present which were not corrected. In any practical

system, these errors would have to be eliminated or compensated for in

SC order to obtain an acceptable degree of accuracy. The sources of these
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Y inches

3

METHOD B

2

I METHOD C

X, inches

-- I

-3

CFig. 37. Comparison of Arcs Generated by Methods B and C
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errors were the analog computer, the D17B, the A/D -3nverters, the X-Y

plotter, and the software.

During prolonged periods of operation, the anoalog computer tends to

drift, causing variations in analog computer outputs. Similarly, the

I *questionable accuracy of the X-Y plotter could have caused variations in

the plots made of the system performance.

In the I/O interface developed at AFIT, the voltage output lines

were unshielded. Because of this and the proximity of the voltage lines

to many of the control signals in the control console, some noise was

developed on the voltage lines. The inaccuracies in the analog signals

were furtlter compounded by a lack of calibration of the ADC's. These

were not calibrated because a highly accurate voltmeter necessary for

the calibration was not available.

The prograns used in the demonstration of computer control were

not completely debugged in all cases. The time required to completely

debug programs written in machine language would not have been worth

the added accuracy since the overall objectives were attained in most

cases. In some instances error terms wre added to the programs to com-

pensate for inaccuracies in the analog signals.

Altnough the above errors were not corrected In our demonstrations,

they would have to be corrected in any practical control application.

A (j
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V. D17B Software Analysis

Software for the D17B computer is practically non-existant. The

Minuteman Computer Users Group (MCUG) has published a progranining manual

for the D17B and there are individuals in the MCUG who are writing

assemblers, loaders, and subroutines for use with the D17B. Although

software is being developed, there is no organization to this development

and dissemination of results is poor. Most of the software developed takes

advantage of the interfaces developed at each facility that has a DI7B.

Thus an assembler developed at AFIT might not bv useful at another location

because the I/O interfaces differ considerably.

Progranming Development

To develop an efficient program for execution on the D17B requires

a knowledge of the special features inherent in the D17B. There are several

programmning features which make progranning the D17B computer different

from other general-purpose computers.

First, there is no assembler or compiler available for the D17B

so all programnming has to be in machine language. Secondly, computer

operation is linked to a disk memory which necessitates very careful coding

of a "-rogram to insure the minimum time between instructions and between

an instruction and the data it operates on. Next, there is the "flag-store"

operation which permits simultaneously storing the previous contents of che

Accumulator in a specified location coincident with the execution of as

instruction. Finally the D17B can add, subtract, multiply, or shift two

1l-bit split-words simultaneously. This aspect provides the possibility9 C
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of perfonning operations effectively twice as fast as normally possible if

it is desired to operate on two data sets in an identical manner.

Proararrnina Techniques

Prograi•ning is covered in detail in Ref 3, which also covers some

programming techniques not covered here. One technique to consider when

prograrmning large programs is to store the instructions in the cold

channels (00-46) and enter data in the hot channel (50) and the rap'd-

access loops. Flag-storing can be used in both channel 50 and the rapid-

access loops. "y sto-ing the prcgram in the cold channels, the program

can be protected from accidental overwriting by turning the ENABLE WRITE

control signal off.
Another possibility is to 3tore small Do-loops in the rapid-access

( loops. For example, suppose a 15-word Do-loop was stored in the H-loop

(16-word loop). For every disk revolution there would be eight and one

half (126 words divided by 16) iterations of. the Do-loop. If this same

subroutine were stored in any channel from 00 to 50, one disk revolution

would result in one iteration of the Do-loop.

Progranrining in Numerical Control Applications

Numerous progaramming languages have been developed for numerical

control applications such as APT, ADAPT, and AUTOSPOT as mentioned in

Chapter I (also Ref 26). These programs have been written for medium-to-

large-scale computers and are extremely useful in numerical control.

Post-Processor. When an APT or similar program is used, the output

must be processed by another program called a post-processor, which pro-

cesses the data for an individual N/C machine. Thus, if the D17B computer

were to be used with an N/C machine, a post-processor program would have
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to be written for the large-scale computer which uses the APT program.

Another possibility is to write a post-processor program for the D17B and

execute it on the Dl7B. This way the D17B could do its own post-processing

and free the large-scale compiter for other work. A different post-processor

program would pave to be written for each N/C machine controlled.J Possible Configurations. Three possible configurations involving

SI the D17B aie cinsidered in this section. The first configuration uses the

computer as a controller as shown in Fig. 39.

SI ~READER >•

OR N!C

D7 • AHNE

LARGE-SCALE
C0IMPUTER

Fig. 39. DI7B as a Controller

The reader could be a magnetic tape unit or a punched-tape reader

for all three configurations. The D17B would receive a block of the

program from the reader or another computer, store the program, and then

execute it, This cycle would be continued until the program was completed.

The D178 would only receive part of the program at a time because most of

the memory would contain subroutines used to execute the incoming instructions.
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It is doubtful that this configuration would work with the D17B because

of the limited memory capacity and the slow speed of the computer. How-

ever the D37C's larger memory capacity would make it a more likely candi-

date for this application. This configuration is similar to method C

as discussed in Chapter IV.

The second configuration, called supervisory control, is shown

in Fig, 40. The program is read into and stored in the D17B and then
the computer ou~puts blocks of information to the controller. The only

READER

CD17B CONTROLLERMAHN

COMPUTER

Fie. 40. Supervisory Control

difference between this configuration and a third configuration is that

the third one could have another program stored in memory along with a

small supervisory program. This would allow the computer to direct the

N/C machine to drill 10 circuit boards of type A, then 5 circuit boards

of type B, then bark to type A boards and so on. Thus only a program to

drill one circuit board of type A and one of type B would have to be

entered along with the numbers 10 and 5 and the computer could continue

the sequence indefinitely.
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The third configuration, as mentioned previously, is the same as

the second except for the added supervisory control. When compared to

conventional numerical control, the third configuration is advantageous

only if the same program is to be repeated. !n this case the reader

(usually a punched-tape reader) is eliminated from the reruns, thus

bypassing the most susceptible part of the N/C system (Ref 9:35). If a

program is to be executed only once, the third configuration merely adds

to the data stream another link which does nothing. The computer would

4( be helpful if a second execution with changed parameters was desired.

4 In this case only a few constants would have to be changed and a new

tape would not have to be made.

9

I
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VI. Conclusions and Recorrnjendatlons

The D17B and D37C digital computers are sturdy, reliable comn-

puters. These two characteristics would seem to be important considera-

tions in process and numerical control applications. The previous use

of the D17B and D37C as guidance and control computers in ICBM's

attests to their worthiness in these respects. However, software develop-

ment and documentation is extremely lacking and presents the biggest and

most difficult problem to solve in implementing the D17B and D37C

computers in control applications.

• jA detailed investigation of the software capabilities and the

implementation of these abilities would be necessary before these com-

Sputers could be used in controlling a process or machine. The instruc-

tion sets of the two computers are specialized for a navigational

guidance and control application. These Specializations should be usable

in other control applications and should be investigated before using

them for control purposes.

The ccntrol demonstrations presented in Chapter IV did not use

these specialized instructions such as fine countdown, split-word shifts,

and ,odified multiplication.

An investigation should be made into using these computers in

control systems which use electric or electro-hydraulic stepping motors.

- These motors are limited to about 5000 pulses-per-second (Ref 8:82-88).
This is within the theoretical capability of either computer. Theoretically

one pulse could be outputted every word time Cr equivalently--126,000

pulses-per-second.
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C, Our experiments with the DI7B computer indicated that the com-

puter provided better control in the method A or method B configuration.

(See Chapter 4.) Methods A and B represented supervisory control in which

the computer is not the feedback element, but provides the set-point for

the analog controller (Ref 20:9). Thus error correction is relegated to

the analog controller while overall control is maintained by the computer.

The difficulty with Loth of these methods is the lack of software.

Programs would have to be developed for each application. Another prob-

lem would be that of interfacing the D178 to an N/C machine since the

D17B uses negative logic and generally has -10 volts for a logical one

and -1 volt for a logical zero. The D37C does not present this problem

since its outputs are generally compatible with standard TTL logic.

A final possibility would be to put the computer in the data

Sstream between the tape reader and the controller. in this configuration,

programs could be stored in the computer and rerun as often as desired--

eliminating the most susceptible item in r/C systems, the tape reader,

from the reruns (Ref 10:35). The tape reader should only be used to read

the program in initially and not used in the remainder of the reruns.

This would also allow set-points to be changed by just entering a few

points into the computer without repunching a tape.

These computers could be used in a data acquisition system (DAS)

in a process control system. The primary functions of DAS are monitoring,

alarm checking, and data logging. The computer could scan a set of

analog inputs such as flow, temperature, position, weight, or pressure;

check to see if they were within limits; and log certain values periodically

c] (or after an alarm was issued). The hardware requirements would include

analog and digital inputs; digital outputs to drive lights and other
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annunciators; and analog outputs for visual display and strip cnarts

(Ref 20:8). The 037C has all of these features while the D17B is only

missing the voltage inputs. Appendix E sunmmarizes the characteristics

of the D17B, D37C, and a selected group of minicomputers.

A system with approximately 50 input points, no data reduction

required, a few conversion subroutines to convert data to engineering

units, aid an output subroutine can be programmed on a computer with 8K
of core and a 16-bit word length. This is about equal to the D37C

capability, but the D17B could probably only handle about 20 points based

on its smaller memory.

The D17B and D37C computers could be used in control applications,

but software limitations, interface problei•s, slow speed, and limited

memory restrict these computers to specialized applications and a feasi-

C; bility study might be required for each application.

It is recommnended that more extensive investigation into software

for these computers be done before further attempts in control applica-

tions are tried. Because the specialized instruction sets and capa-

bilities of these computers are not well-documented, we believe that an

investigation which would explore the instruction sets, and explain

methods of utilizing instructions such as split compare and limit,

multiply, modified, and the fine countdown procedures would benefit any

future applications-oriented study.
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APPENDIX A

D37C Computer

The D37C computer is essentially a micro-niniaturized version

of the DI7B computer with extended capabilities. The basic extensions

are increased memory capacity (about 2.6 tines); a more varied instruc-

tion set (58 vs. 39 instructions); and the use of integrated circuits.

The latter rosulted in a much smaller physical package than the D17B

computer. Table A-I lists the general specifications of the D37C

digital computer. A similar listing for the D17B is contained in

- Table I, page 13. The difference in programmable memory capacity is

illustrated in Table A-II.

Although integrated circuits are used, the D37C is not any faster

I .• than the DI7B since both computers are limited by the magnetic disk

Imemory. This disk rotates at 6000 rpm which results in word-time or

cycle-tike of 78-1/8 usec for both computers.

The instruction set for the D37C includes 27 instructions from

the D17B instruction set plus 32 new instructions for a total of 59.
The D37C instruction set is listed in Table A-II. Twelve of the D17B

instruction set were deleted, but six of these instructions are included

in other instructions in the D37C. The remaining six instructions can be

implemented by combinations of other instructions. Therefore, the D37C

can perform all the operations that the D17B can; thus any functions the

D178 can perform can be extended to the D37C computer.
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IC TABLE A-I

General Specifications of D37C Computer

Manufacturer Autonetics

Year 1964

-Type Serial, Synchronous

Number system Binary, fixed point, sign plus 2's complement

Logic levels False (0 volts), True (6 volts), positive
logic

Data word length 24 bits (full word)
11 bits (split word)

Instruction word length 24 bits

4 Number of instructions 58

Execution times

Add 78.125 psec
Multiply 1015.625 ysec
Divide 2031.250 usec

Clock frequency 345.6 kHz
'Addressing Direct addressing

C; Two-address (unflagged)
Three-address (flagged)

Memory Ferrous-oxide coated disk
Non-destructive readout
7222 (24 bit) word capacity
78.125 psec cycle time

Input/Output 78 digital lines (input)
10 specialized incremental inputs
32 voltage input lines
1 cable input (maximumi data rate 1600

bits/sec)
1 radio input (maximum data rate 100

bits/sec)
48 digital lines (output)

4 binary lines (output)
1 cable output
4 voltage output lines

25,600 words/sec maximum I/O transfer rate
Physical characteristics

Dimensions 20.9x6.9x9,5 inches, 0.43 cu. ft.
Power Requirements 400 Hz, 28 VDC at 15 A
Circuits Integrated circuits
Weight 39.9 lbs
"Power Consumption 315 watts
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TABLE A-Il

Differences in Memory Capacities Between the D17B and the 037C

Name Use Channel Words Per

sDi7B D37C Channel

Main memory General 27 56 128

H-loop Rapid Access and Voltage Outputa 1 1 16

E-loop Rapid Access 1 1 8

F-loop Rapid Access 1 1 4

V-loop Velocity Input 1 1 4

R-loop Incremental Anput 1 1 4

L-loap Lower accumulator 1 1 1

A-loop Accumulator 1 1 1

•Al-loop Rapid Access, bFine Countdown,
Cable Count 1 I 1

C G-loop Incremental Output, Radio Input,
Rapid Access 0 I 4

Y-loop Conditional Load, Rapid Access 0 1 4

W-loop Rapid Access 0 1 1

avoltage output is not included in D17B

bCable count is not included in D01B
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TABLE A-Ill

Comparison of D37C and D17B Instruction Sets

Code Description 11 Code I Description

Basic Set Conmon to D17B and D37C

TRA Transfer STO Store Accumulator

TMI Transfer on Minus ADD Add

HPR Halt and Proceed SAD Split Word Add

SCL Split Compare and Limit SUB Subtract

ANA Logical AND to Accumulator SSU Split Word Subtract

LPR Load Phase Register MPY Multiply

"EFC Enter Fine Countdown SMP Split Word Multiply
HFC Halt Fine Countdown COM Complement

RSD Reset Detector MIM Minus !Magnitude

DIA Discrete Input A ALS Accumulator Left Shift

DIB Discrete Input B ARS Accumulator Right Shift

BOA Discrete Output A SAL Split Accumulator Left Shift

COA Character Output A SAR Split Accumulator Right Shift

CLA Clear and Add

Adied Instructions D37C Only

DIV Divid,? SPM Split Plus Magnitude

GBP Generate Bit Pattern FCL Full Compare and Limit

GPT Generate Parity Bit ALC Accumulator Left Cycle

AWC Add Without Carry ARC Accumulator Right Cycle

ORA Or to Accumulator TZE Transfer on Zero

A•L Modify A and L TSM Trannsfer Sector on Minus

PLM Plus Magnitude TSZ T,'arsfer Sector on Zero

SFL Set FL Flip-Flop VIA Voltage Input A

RFL Reset FL Flip-Flop VIB Voltage Input B

SRD Simulate Transient VIC Voltage Input C

DIC Discrete Input C VID Voltage Input D

DOB Discrete Output B VIE Voltage Input E
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jC- TABLE A-IIi (continued)

Added Instructions D37C Only (cont'd)

ECI Enable Cable Input V!F Voltage Input F
ECO Enable Cable Output VIG Voltage Input G

EPP Enable Platform Power VIH Voltage Input H

DPP Disable Platform Power RIC Rad'o Intercommunication

Deleted Instructions D17B Only

MPM ;-lultiply Modified VOA Voltage Output A

ISMM Split Word Multiply Modified VOB .'Voltage Output B
SLL Split Left Word Left Shift VOC, Voltage Output C

SL.R Split Left Word Right Z-hift BA Binary Output A
SRL Split Right Word Left Shit BOB Binary Output B

SRR Split Right Word Right Shift 80C Binary Output C
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APPENDIX B

DB TABLE B-I

DI7B Computer Instruction Set

Code Description Numeric Code Word Time

ARITHMETIC

CLA CLEAR AND ADD 44 c,s 1
STO STORE ACCUMULATOR 54 c,s 1
ADD ADD 64 cs 1
SAD SPLIT WORD ADD 60 c,s 1
SUB SUBTRACT 74 c]s 1
SSU SPLIT WORD SUBTRACT 70 c,s 1

-f MPY MULTIPLY 24 cs 13
SMP SPLIT W.lORD MULTIPLY 20 c,s 7
MPM MULTIPLY MODIFIED 34 c,s 13
SFM1 SPLIT WORD MULTIPLY MODIFIED 30 c,s 7
COM COM'PLEMENT 40 46,s 1
MIMJ MINUS MAGNITUDE 40 44,s 1

SHIFT

ALS ACCUCULATOR LEFT SHIFT 00 22,s s+I
ARS ACCUM.,ULATOR RIGHI SHIFT 00 32,s s+1

SAL SPL 'T ACCUMFULATOR LEFT SHIFT 00 20,s s+1
SAR SPLIT ACCUPULATOR RIGHT SHIFT 00 30.s s+1
SLL SPLIT LEFT WORD LEFT SHIFT 00 24,s s+1
SLR SPLIT LEFT WORD RIGHT SHIFT 00 34,s s+]
SRL SPLIT RIGHT WORD LEFT SHIFT 00 26,s s+l
SRR SPLIT RIGHT WORD RIGHT SHIFT 00 36,s s+1

CONTROL

TRA TRANSFER 50 cs I
TMI TPINSFER Of! MINUS 10 cs 1
HPR HALT AND PROCEED 40 22,s I
SCL SPLIT COMPARE AND LIMIT 04 c,s 2
ANA LOGICAL AND TO ACCU1.ULATOR 40 42,s I
LPR LOAD PHASE RFGISTER 40 7-,s I
EFC ENTER FINE C0UNTDOWi 40 62,s 1
HFC I HALT FINE COU.ITDOWN 40 60,s 1
RSD RESET DETECTOR 40 20,s 1
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0 TABLE B-I (continued)

Code Description Numeric Code Word Time

IfIPUT/OUTPUT

- DIA DISCRETE INPUT A 40 52,s I
DIB DISCRETE INPUT B 40 50,s 1
DOA LISCRETE OUTPUT A 40 26,s 1
VOA VOLTAGE OUTPUT A 40 30,s 1
VOB VOLTAGE OUTPUT B 43 32,s I
VOC VOLTAGE OUTPUT C 40 34,s I
BOA BINARY OUTPUT A 40 1O,s 1
BOB BINARY OUTPUT B 40 12,s 1
BOC BINARY OUTPUT C 40 02,s I
COA CHARACTER OUTPUT A 00 40,s s+1

211
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APPENDIX C

Square Generation Subroutine

This subroutine was written to generate a square by outputting

: the voltage values for the corners of the square to the positioning

system simulate" on the TR-i0 analog computer. The program caused the

S(12,16) 20)

(16,12)+
A B

(10,10) (20,10)
• •X

Fig. C-i. Square to be Generated

D17B to output 10 volts on both axes (point A) then go into a delay loop

for approximately 10 seconds to ensure that the Positioning Systeua (P.S.)

was in the proper position. Then the coordinates for point B would be

issued and the pen lowered to simulate engaging a cutting blade. The

feedback from the Positioning System vould be checked by the D17B every

10 msec to determine when the P.S. was within 0.5 inches of point B, then

the coordinates for the next point, C, would be issued. This same procedure

was followed for points D and A as well. The output of the P.S. was

monitored on an X-Y plotter and a square as illustrated in Fig. 35b in

Chapter IV was drawn except for the crosshatches.
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Once the P.S. returned to point A the pen was raised to simulate

the halting of a cutting motion. Then the Positioning System was moved

to the point (12, 16) to simulate drilling a hole at this point. Similarly

the P.S. was moved to the point (16, 12) for the same reason. The cross-

hatching drawn at these points simulated drilling the hole.

The actual program used Is not included since thare are numerous

ways the D17B can be programmed to output at square. A flow chart of

the prograr) Is Included on the following pages.

11
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FLO1W CHART OF THE

INCREMENTAL SQUARE SUBROUTINE

INITIALIZE
VARIABLES

I OUTPUTX=10
! Y=10

DELAY SUB-R

PEN DOWN

2 OUTPUT
X = 20
Y=10

DELAY ANID CHECKING
SUB-R

OUT PUTI X =20
Y =20

L •D&C SUB-R

OUTPUT

Y =20

D&C SUB-R

f -OUTPUT
X= Y= 101

I 1 D&C SUB-ROUTINE
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XC

Y=16

DELAY S-R

CROSS-HATCH 5UB-R
SIMULATE DRILLING BY PUTTING +

DELAY S-R

CROSS-HATCH S-R

GSTOP
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DELAY SUBROUTINE

I ENTER

]SET COUNTER

A

• ,COUNhTERZRO/

DELAY AND CHECK SUBROUTINE
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? I1
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CROSS-HATCH SUBROUTINE

R•A X:,:i) PEN Up
_• EAD(X ,Y )OUTPUT XI ,Yi

DELAY
PEN DOWN ý - SUBROUTtINE__

- -jIOUTPUT Xi+AXi,Y1 OUTPUT Xi-AXi,Y1

DELAY DELAY

OUTPUT XI,YI+AY OUTPUT Xi,YI-AY
DELAY DELAY
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APPENDIX D

Circular Interpolation Subroutine

The basic algorithm used in this subroutine is derived from the

geometry of a circle and the equations for rotation of coordinates.

The central angle is written as AO to indicate a small angle as shownj in Fig. D-1. This algorithm was developed by C. Bergren of Potter

Instrument Co. (Ref 5).

SY8, (Xi+l, Yi+I)

AYA
0 XA

Fig. D-1. Geometric Representation of the Algorithm

Let (Xi, Yi) be the ith point on the circle, that is, the ith

step in the arc AB as shown in Fig. D-1. The next point (Xi+l, YI+I)

can be obtained from this point if AO is known (Ref 5:57):

Xt+1 z Xi :os AG - Y1 sin ,e (D-1)

Yi+I a Xi sin Ae + Yi cos he (D-2)

The central angle, Ae (in radians),is assumed to be a small angle and can
(1
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I be approximated by a truncated Maclaurin series (Ref 5:57):

sin A8 - AO (D-3)

cos Ae = 1 - 2AO! (D-4)2!

Now substitute Eqs D-3 and 0-4 into Eqs 0-1 and D-2:

= xj -I (A).) - Y1 A (0-5)

Yi+1 = xjA6 + Yj ( I A(e)) (0-6)
2

Eqs D-5 and [-6 require four multiplications each, but if A6 were restricted

to inverse poaers of two, the multiplications could be reduced to shift

In going from one point to the next or. the circular arc, three

calculation errors are introduced. First, inaccuracies in evaluating

* the sine and cosine (Er); secondly, accumulative point-to-point arc

traverse error, Ech; and thirdly, round-off error due to a finite number

representation (Ref 5:58). The first two errors are related by

Er = 21AMEch (0-7)

Thus if A < I- then Er< Ech and Ech is the dominating error. The

value of Ae can be determined by

I Ech = R-(A ) (D-8)
*8 2m + 3

"if Ae is restricted to reciprocal powers of 2 (AG =2"T) (Ref 5:59). The

variable m must be greater than or equal to 3 to insure %G < 1/2n.

The circular interpolation subroutine written for the D17B uses

4J A-2"6 ; thus Eqs D-5 and D-6 can be rewritten as
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XQ+1 = X, - Xi/2"3 - Yi!21 (D-9)

Yi+1 ` Yi + Xi/26 - yi/?'3 (D-10)

The solutions to Eqs D-9 and D-10 generated the values for the arc desired,

but an algorithm is needed to stop the arc at the precise point desired.

A simple procedure for completing a circular arc at a given point is

given in Ref 5. This method assumes that the first computed step does

not carry past the final step. The next to last computed point is desig-

nated (Xi, YO); the last computed point is designatea (X2 , Yz); and the

desired final point is designated (Xf, Yf). Then, if Xr Xf and Xz -Xf

have opposite signs and Yj -Yf and Y2 -Yf have opposite signs the point

(X2 , Y2) has passed the final point. Wher this is determined (X2 , Y2 ) is

replaced by (Xf, Yf).

The program implemented on the D17B used the above algorithms and

the initial program was written using minimal delay coding techniques.

The program on the following pages was taken from the original program,

but rewri-tten in a manner which is easier to follow. The second program

was not tested, but it was adapted from the original working program. Figures

D-2, D-Z and D-4 on the pages iollowing the program present flow charts

of this program.

The special characters listed in Table D-I are used in this

program. A statement in this assembly language would appear as:

A: CLA X , *+1 /L ; Add X

or B: 47265000

In the first case, A is the symbolic location and CLA X is the mnemonic

for the instruction, in this example clear and add the value in location X.
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TABLE 0-1

Special Characters for D17B Assembler*

Character Definition

Symbol preceding is symbolic location

Symbol following is next instruction sector
address

/ Flagstore into loop indicated by the fol-
lowing symbol

Comment follows

* Present location

Address Arithmetic

+ Add

Subtract

*Developed by D. Henson in Ref 19.

"The expression '*-I following the special character , means the next

instruction address is the present location plus one. The "/LV means

to flagstore the previous contents of the accumulator into the L-loop.

The rest of thl statement is a comment which is ignored by the computer.

The second case simply indicates that a constant value of 4726 5000 is

to be assigned to symbolic location B. All numbers used in this program

are in octal representation.

The following is an adaptation of the program used for circular

interpolation for the D17B computer.

12(.
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0000-0020 Setting of end points and initialization of FLAG

0000 CLA x+1, *+2

000i XI 0700 0000 ; Starting Point X-Axis

0002 CLA *+1, *+21L ; L=X1

0003 Y1 7420 0000 ; Starting Point Y-Axis

0004 CLA *+1,*+2/U ; U=Y1

0005 XF 0400 0000 ; Final Point X-Axis

0005 CLA *+1,*+2/E ; E(7)=XF

0007 YF 0700 0000 ; Final Point Y-Axis

0010 DOA-4,*+I/E E(1)=YF, Pen Down

0011 CLA*+I,*+2 ; Initialize the FLAG

0012 0000 0000

::0013 STO F(2), -+1 ; Store Flag In F(2)

0014 CLA r+1, *+2

S0015 4000 0000

0016 CLA *+1, *+2/F ; F(3)=4000 0000

0017 2000 0000

002U STO F(O), Loop ; F(O)=2000 0000

0021-0046 is the basic loop or group of instructions which calculate the

new X i+1 and Yi+1"

0021 LOOP CLA L, *+1 ; Get Xi (old Xi+l)

0022 STO E(3), *+1 ; E(3)=Xi

0023 ARS-6, *+1 ; Shift Xi to Riaht 6 bits

0024 STO E(4) ; E(4)=Xi Shifted

0025 ARS-7, *+I ; Shift Xi to Right 7 more bits

-- 0026 COM, *421 ;
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0027 ADD L, *+1 ; L=Xi - Xi(2-13)

0030 CLA U, *+l/L ; Get Yi

0031 STO E(O), *+1 ; E(O)=Yi

0032 ARS-6, *+1 ; Shift Yi 6 bits to Right

0033 STO E(2), *+1 ; E(2)=Yi(2- 6 )

0034 ARS-7, *+I ; Shift Yi 7 more to Right

0035 Col, *+1 ; -Yi(2- 1 3 )

0036 ADD U, *+1 ; Yi-Yi(2-1 3 )

0037 ADD Et4), *+I ; Yi-Yi(2- 1 3 )+Xi 2-6 Yi+1

0040 SfO E(6), *+1 ; E(5)=Y;+] (New Computed Value)

0041 CLA L, *+!/U ; Get XI-Xi(2-1 3 )

0042 SUB E(2), *+1 ; Xi-Yi(2- 6 ) - Xi(2- 1 3 j=Xi+1

:10043 SUB E(7), *+I/L ; L=Xi+i , Xi +I-XF

0044 STO F(11, *+1 ; F(1)=Test Value Xi+1-XF

0045 CLA L, *+1

0046 STO E(5), *+1 ; E(5)=Xi+1 (New Computed Value)

0047-0076 is whete the test variable (T) is constructed. Bits 24 andI r3 dre the cnly bits with information. Bits 22-1 are all zero. The

test variable is based on Xi÷1 - Xf, Xi - Xf, Y - Yf' and Y - Yf"

0047 CLA *+1, *+2

0050 4000 0030 ; Mask

10051 TRA *+1/L ; lask into L

f 0052 CLA E(3), *+1 Get Xi

1 0053 zUB E(7), *+I ;Xi-XF

0054 ANA, *+1 ; Mask out all values except

• 0055 STO E(2), *+1 ; bit 24 and store in E(2)
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0056 CLA F(1), *+I ; Xi+I-XF

0057 &AA, *+1 ; Mask out all except bit 24

0060 STO F(1), *+1 ; and store in F(l)

0061 CLA *+1, *+2

0062 2000 0000 ; Mask

0063 CLA U *+1/L ; Get Yi+l, put mask into L

0064 SUB E(1), *+1 ; Yi+1-YF

0065 ARS-1, *+1 ; Right shift one to put A24

0066 ANA, l+1 into 23, then mask all but

0067 ADD F(1), *+1 ; Combine two test variables

0070 CLA E(O), *+l/U ; Store test value in U

0071 SUB E(1), *+I ;Yi-YF

0072 ARS-l, *+2 ; Save bit 24 in position A2 3

C 0073 
MIA, *+1

0074 ADD F(2), *+1 ; Second set of variables

0075 ADD U, *+1 ; Combine both sets into one

0076 CLA F(2)/L ; LTest variable (combined)

0077-0104 is where the flag is tested to see if X is set. If not, T is

tested. If bit 24 is a 1, the flag is X-set. If bit 24 is 0, go to A.

0077 TMI A, *+1 ; Test Flag in F(2), if Flag=1

Go to A, if not continue

0100 CLA L, *+1 ; Get test variablk

0101 TMI *+I, A ; If test variable=l contiaue
if not go to A

0102 CLA F(2), *+! ; Add 4000 000 to
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j 0103 ADD F(2), *+1 ; Flag to Set X

0104 STO F(2), *+1 ; Store modified Flag

0105-0115 Test flag to see if Y is set. If so, go to B; if not, check T.

If bit 23 of T is 1, Y-set the flag. If not, go to INT.

0105 A CLA F(2), *+I ; Get Flag for test

0106 ALS-1, *+I ; Prepare to test bit 23

0107 TMI B, *+I ; If A2 3=1 (the Flag is set)

Go to B, otheraise continue

0110 CLA L, *+I ; Get test variable

0111 ALS-1, *+I ; Shift to test A23

0112 TII *+I, INT ; If A23=1 want to set Flag,

go to *+I, otherwise to INT.

"" 0113 CLA F(2), *+1 ; Get Flag

0114 ADD F(O), *+1 ; Set Y

0115 STO F(2), *+1 ; Store Flag

0116-0126 Test flag. If x-set, go to C. If not X-set and not Y-set, go

to INT. But if y is set, get Yf and output Xi+1 , Yr.

0116 B CLA F(2), *+1 ; Get Flag

0111 TMI C, X+1 ; If X is set go to C

0120 ALS-1, *+I

0121 TMI *+1, Ila ; If Y is set continue

If Y is not set go to MNT

0122 CLA E(1), *+1

0123 CLA E(5), *+I/U ; Transfer YF to U-1oop

0124 D VOA, *+I/L ; Tansfcr Xi+1 to L, output Xi+i
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"0125 CLA U, *+1

0126 VOB, *+I ; Output YF

0127-0164 includes DELX and DELY which are subprograms which accept the

convranded X and Y positions, respectively. The A/D converter is pulsed,

then read so as to obtain the actual X and Y positions. When the actual

X position equals the co,=nanded position plus or minus the tolerance

(error range), the Y position is checked in the same manner and then

control is returned to the main program.

0127 DELX CLS *+1, *+2 ; Mask to save 8 MSB

0130 . 7760 0000

0131 CLA E(5), *+1/L ; Mask into L, Get Xi+1

0132 ANA, *+1 ; Mask all but 8 MSB

. 0133 TRA *+1/U

0134 L2 DOA-7, *+1 ; Send out convert comand

to A/D converter

0135 DIB, *+1 ; Read converted data

0136 ANA, *+1 M Mask all but 8 MSB

0137 SUB U, *+1 ; Compare ordered position

with actual position

0140 HIM, *+1 ; Check to see

0141 ADD *+1, *+2 ; if the actual position is

0142 0100 0000 ; within the error

0143 DOA-4, *+I range of the comianded

0144 TM,! L2, *+4 I If it is go on, otherwise Loop

0145 DELY CLA E(6), *+1 ; Get Yi+1

0146 ANA, *+1 ; Hask all but 8 MSB
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h 0147 TRA *../j

i 0150 Li DOA-7, *+I ; Send out convert command to ADC

0151 DIB, *+1 ; Read converted data

0152 ALS-12, *+1 Left shift to get proper bits

in 12 MSB

0153 ANA, *+1 ; Mask out all but 8 MSB
0154 SUB U, *+I ;Ccmpare ordered position

0155 mIM, +1 ; Check to see if actual

0156 ADD *+1, *+2 ; position is within the

0157 0100 0000 ; error range of the

0160 DOA-4, *+1 ; comnanded position. If it is

0161 TMI Li, *+1 ; continue, if not Loop to Li

0162 CLA E(5), *+I ; Set up L and U so

- 0163 CLA E(6), *+1/L ; that they contain the new

0164 TRA LOOP/U ; Xi and Y! (old Xi+1, Yi+l)

0165-0172 The INT subprogram outputs X,+1 and Yi+j and stores these

values in L and U, respectively.

0165 INT CLA E(5), *+I

S0166 LPR, *+1/L ; Transfer Xi+1 into L

0167 CLA E(6), *+1 ; Transfer Yi+1 into U

0170 VOB, *+I/U ; Output Yi+1

O 0171 CLA L, *+I

0172 VOA, DELX ; Output Xi+1

0173-0207 If Y is set, output Xf and Yf, then stop program. If y is

C; not set, get Xf and Yi+1 ready for outputting.
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C 0173 C ALS-1, *+1

0174 TMI *+I, E ; Check flag to see if Y is set

0i75 CLA E(7), *+1 ; If Y is set output XF and YF

0176 LPR, *+1/L ; Transfer XF into L

0177 TRA 0200 ; .,ansfer to another channel

020C CLA E(1), *+1

0201 VOB, *+I ; Output YF

0202 CLA L, *+I

0203 VOA, *+I ;.Output XF

0204 HPR, *+1 ; Halt program

0205 TRA 0000 ; Allows programmer to rerun

program by issuing a Halt

then Run command

0206 E CLA E(6), *+1 ; Get Yi+l

0207 CLA E(7), D ; Get XF
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©

INITIALIZE VARIABLES
FOR STARTING POINT

CALCULATE:
9%Xi+l=Xi-.Xi/2 1 3-yi/26

Yi+l=Yi+Xi/2 6-Yi/t213

PAST YES

DELAY & CHECK < END SUBSTITUTE ENDfl., SUBRM POINT POINTS FOR OUTPUTS

ZNOD
OUTPUTDEA&CHC 

-

41 
x1+l1 YM+

Fig. D-2. Flowchart for the Circular Interpolation Subroutine

I-
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49

I Z --COIANDED - ACTUAL o0S ITION

WITHIN NOIc iERROR

LII

YES

-- J 

___ N)

Fig. D-3. Flovchart for the Delay and Check Subroutine

1

_ •| 
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(1?~ STORE L
TEST =-T

X YES
SET

s:;, SYETS

T1 = t  SETE

(iso

NO YES YES

INTYE END SE Yi = YF
• ? ,X i =X i+ l

ENDO

Xi = XF VB

LOOP

Fig. D-4. Flowchart for End Point Determination
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C APPENDIX E

Cocaparison c Minicomputers

Five minicomputers were chosen for comparison with the D17B and

D37C computers as shown in Table E-I. These five minicomputers were

chosen because they are presently in use in either process control or

numerical control applications.

The HP-2116B minicomputer is used for nondestructive testing of

coating thickness by the Norton Company. The computer also records data

and then outputs a data summary at the end of each run (Ref 21:165).

The PDP 8/I or 8/L computer is used in process control at Fort St. Vrain

Nuclear Generating station. The PDP 8/I minicomputer controls the

automatic refueling operations (Ref 21:161). The MDP-1O00 is used for

supervisory control of a reote power substation. It monitors the state

of 65 points every 4 msec (Ref 21:164). Digital Systems, Inc. uses an
SPC-12 minicomputer for numerical control of a circuit-board drilling

machine (Ref 24:172).

p
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